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SlgTilflcanoe of the Study
Because of the writer's deep interest in handicapped
children, resulting from previous experiences, this research
had as its objective, the exploration of the use of program
activity as a means of helping such children make a better
adjustment. The researcher's interest in this topic came out
of the fact that she seemed to sense the deep feelings of fear,
insecurity, pain, and sorrow that engulf children. It is real¬
ized that these glimpses are few and children - as all human
beings - frequently do not show their feelings on the surface.
Konopka states that:
Childhood has been described as a happy stage, and it
is certainly happy where a great deal of security is given,
but it is especially unhappy where safety is lacking and
one stands alone in the face of a world one cannot master.^
Children afflicted with rheumatic diseases seem to have a
very difficult problem of adjustment, both psychologically and
socially, but what is cf major importance is the psychological
impact which accompanies these diseases. The medical manage¬
ment alone presents problems which are not exactly conducive to
the best psychological development. For example, many of the
drugs used with rheumatic fever children cause marked physical
as well as psychological effects in many cases. Metlcorten is
a highly potent cortlsone-llke steroid having powerful




anti-inflammatory action and diversified hormonal and metabolic
effects:l It eases some of the painful manifestations of the
fever, causes Increased appetite, gives a sense of strength and
security; It also causes certain physical changes In the skin
appearance, a "puffed moonface", etc. The most traumatic psy¬
chological effect occurs when It becomes medically necessary to
begin a second consecutive treatment of metloorten, for Immedi¬
ately the child realizes the time element Involved In beginning
metlcorten all over again. It means an additional six to eight
weeks In the acute ward, and consequently lengthens the time of
separation from home.
Inherent In such arrangements as Implied here Is anxiety
which, because of Its deep nature, may never be completely re¬
solved, long periods of deprivation from familiar surroundings
and Interactions, restrictions In physical activity, and even
then, no assurance of restoration to a level of activity once
possessed as apparent In one's peers.
Hospitalization entails separation. David H. Crowell
states that "separation Is probably the most serious aspect
accompanying chronic Illness necessitating hospitalization." ^
Langford has called attention to the need for understanding the
meaning of the child's Illness as reflected In his emotional
^Medical Information regarding metlcorten was received
from Irvington House nurse during the early part of researcher's
field experience.
^D. H. Crowell, "Personality and Physical Disease,"
Genetic Psychology. XXXXVIII (1953), U?.
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reactions to the hospital surroundings.^ Therefore, attention,
psychological support, and reassurance may not only help to
alleviate the child's feelings of guilt relative to being re¬
sponsible for the Illness, but also eliminate rebellious be¬
havior which may be a reaction against fears of permanent in¬
jury or chronic invalid reactions of feelings of Inadequacy or
hopelessness.
For a clearer insight into the significance of this study,
the following terms will be defined: group, program activity,
and adjustment. "The term functional group refers to two or
more organisms interacting, in the pursuit of a common goal, in
such a way that the existence of many is utilized for the satis¬
faction of some needs of each.”2
Program activity as seen by Coyle, consists of "the whole
range of customary activity engaged In by a group."3 It is not
the activity Itself, but its meaning to the individual, that
gives it significance. The writer concentrated on group life,
observing behavior. Interaction, attitudes, etc., as expressed
in and through the program of activities. The general goal of
all Social Group Work-in whatever setting it is practiced—is
to effect changes or adaptations in a particular person’s atti¬
tudes, relationships, and social behavior to the end that he
^W, S, Langford, "Physical Illness and Convalescence:
Their Meaning to the Child," Journal of Pediatrics. XXXIII,
242.
^Cecll A. Gibb, "Leadership," Chapter 24 in Handbook of
Social Psychology (Cambridge, 195^)> II, 879.
^Grace Longwell Coyle, Group Work with American Youth
(New York, 19^8), p. 170.
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will have greater personal adequacy and social adjustment.^
On the basis of the discovery of needs and interests, the
researcher used certain principles and techniques to act as
"guides" toward helping individual adjustment through the
group process, with a conscious effort toward a "person-cen¬
tered" philosophy rather than an "activity-centered" philos¬
ophy. The researcher was gui(3ed by the x)olnt of view of
Trecker, who states that:
...in order for program to be of maximum value in group
work, it should; (a) be person centered and meet specific
needs, (b) develop out of the interests and needs of the
group members, (c) involve the members themselves in plan¬
ning to the maximum amount of their ability, and (d) util¬
ize the worker as a helping person rather than a dispenser
of entertainment.2
In the application of these principles to the medical set¬
ting, considerable flexibility and careful Individualization
are essential because of such factors as: the special needs of
the group members, fairly rapid tumover in the composition of
the group, and other factors which will be dealt with below.
On the basis of the description above, and the hypotheses
set up, it is hoped that the findings of this study, relative to
the use of program activity in groups, as a tool for helping
the individual to make a better adjustment, may prove helpful
to agencies and social workers dealing with similar problems.
Purpose of the Study
To discover and describe how program activity was used as
^Helen Northen,"Interrelated Functions of the Group
Worker," Social Work. II (April, 1957), 64.
%arleigh B. Trecker, Social Group Work (New York, 1955),
p. 109.
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a tool for individual adjustment In a hospital setting of
children with rheumatic disorders.
Method of Procedure
Irvington House makes available facilities for one hun¬
dred children at any given time. The researcher studied for
a period of six months, a sample selected from the one hun¬
dred children In this Institution.
The sample was selected from children In the Acute Ward
because the researcher worked In this Ward in her role as a
program worker and therefore had Intimate knowledge of this
situation. Of the total number of children in the Acute Ward
during the period of the study, the twelve cases chosen for
the research were those whose length of stay In the Ward was
the longest. The researcher:
1. Used records with a schedule, and made an analysis by
use of the schedule of eighteen records dealing with program
activity In the girls' Acute Ward covering the period of
September 1, 1957 to February 28, 1958• These records were
written by the researcher In her role as a social group worker.
Subsequent to analysis of the record, interpretation was
done of the findings.
2. Interviewed other staff members (members of the med¬
ical, nursing, and program staff who were In close contact
with the children).!
•*‘The researcher Interpreted the questions of the "Inter-
vlew Guide" to the staff manbers who then wrote down their
answers.
Scope and Limitations
1. This project was limited to this institution which
makes available facilities for only one hundred children at a
given time. The researcher studied a small sample of this pop¬
ulation.
2. This project would be more valuable if the researcher
had been able to observe all groups in this institution, but on
the other hand, time limitations made this impossible. (The
researcher was working as a full time staff member for six
months, from September to February, in fulfillment of the
fieldwork requirement of the Atlanta University School of
Social Work.)
3* The age range of the oases studied was from six
through seventeen, which covers the age range served by the
agency.1 However the sample was limited to girls, although
the agency serves both sexes.
■ 1. ■■ p.ii M ■ i.i ■ in.,., ■■■ ^
The usual age range which is served by the Institution is
six to sixteen; however, some exceptions are made for older
children when necessary (terminal cases). A "terminal case"
refers to the child whose heart condition is such that no def¬




DESCRIPTION OP THE SETTING
The Agency and the Acute Ward
IrylngtOQ House is a treatment and research center for
children with rheumatic fever, serving boys and girls aged five
to sixteen years of different ethnic groups.^ The house Is
equipped to care for one hundred patients In every phase of
rheumatic fever, from the acute stage through the convalescence
period. Follow-up and prophylaxis are also available for child¬
ren who have been discharged.
Children in the hospital units at Irvington House receive
individual nursing and medical care. Every child Is seen by
the doctor at least dally, and routine fluroscopy examinations
are done weekly. Rounds and grand rounds are held regularly.
On admission, every child Is placed In the acute ward,
where he spends most of his time In bed. Later, on the doctor's
advice, he Is moved to the ambulatory ward and finally to the
convalescent dormitory. The average child stays for four
months, two of which ordinarily are In the convalescent unit.
Children, who require antl-rheumatlo therapy naturally must
stay In the hospital unit longer before being able to proceed
to the more active phases of the program. Some children stay
as long as a year In the hospital unit, but this Is the excep¬
tion rather than the rule. A consistent effort Is made to
Irvington House Is located In Irvlngton-on-Hudson,
Westchester County, New York.
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return children to their own homes as soon as possible.
Because of the Importance of the Acute Ward to the child,
Its special meaning to each child, and because of the fact that
this researcher's study was centered around the Acute Ward, It
is deemed necessary to give a description of the structure of
the Acute Ward, and some of the principles underlying the co¬
operative relationship of the nursing staf and program staff
In managing the children In the Ward:
1. The nursing staff Is responsible for twenty-four
hours, around the clock, coverage of the Wards. The major
purpose and function of the nursing staff Is to carry out the
Instructions of the medical staff with respect to the physical
care and treatment of the children.
2. The program staff Is responsible for devising and
carrying out activities for the children with the general pur¬
pose of helping to make a child's stay at Irvington House as
Interesting and as productive as possible. This, In turn, Is
for the ultimate purpose of helping the child get well: (a) by
making him as little a management problem as possible; (b) by
giving him a positive attitude toward group life in the Wards;
(c) by compensating in some measure for the fears, deprivations
and handicaps caused by his Illness, preceding and during hos¬
pitalization, and for forced separation from family. As with
the nurses, the program staff also necessarily becomes involved
In the management of the general behavior of the children.
Accordingly, each member of the program staff must become as
familiar as possible with the case history and medical status
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of each child with whom he may be called upon to work.
All ward activities are medically cleared in advance as to
their suitability, both for the group and for individual child¬
ren within the group. It is not only the activity itself, but
the way in which it is carried out that determines its suita¬
bility, Hence, clearance is sometimes withdrawn if an activity
has the possibility of becoming too difficult to control within
the limitations of the waz*d and the essential quietness and
calm of a hospital atmosphere. Clearance may be withdrawn if
the medical status of the children in the group is changed.
Conversely, an activity not suitable at one time may be suit¬
able at another time.
3. While the nursing staff is always on duty, the program
staff is on duty at certain times of the day and evening.^ The
particular times vary with the summer, winter, and holiday
schedules. In general, the program staff is on duty during
those daytime hours when school is not in session, and when the
nursing staff is carrying on routines which engage the entire
energies of the children. The program staff also is respons¬
ible for getting the children to bed and quieted down at night.
4, When program staff is not on duty, the nursing staff
is completely responsib.OL e for the management and discipline of
the children. The program staff and the nursing staff are
^Program staff hours during the six months of this study
were from three o'clock in the afternoon until ten o'clock at
night from Monday through Friday; from two o'clock until ten on
days when there was no school; on weekends (Saturdays and
Sundays) from ten to eleven-thirty and from two until ten at
night.
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urged to use their professional discretion, common sense, and
abide by the general policy of the House that the method of
love, understanding, and acceptance is the most likely to pro¬
duce the desired results.
5. Since program staff is always on duty with, rather
than in the absence of nursing staff, it is most important that
they work together cooperatively toward the Joint goal of mak¬
ing the child as amenable to and responsible to his medical
treatment as possible. When particular problems arose, either
in the handling of a child or a group of children, they are
discussed by the nurse and the program worker in order to ar¬
rive at a common plan of action.
On occasions when the acute wards are at maximum capacity,
management become quite a problem due to the fact that children
with rheumatic fever, many of whom may have had carditis, may
not feel sick at all; consequently, they often become too ac¬
tive. With enforcement of bedrest, however, successful manage¬
ment is facilitated by consistency in handling the problem and
cooperation of all staff.
Nurses and program workers have different skills and dif¬
ferent immediate tasks. However, so far as the children at
Irvington House are concerned, they have one and the same goal:
helping the medical staff get the children well as soon as pos¬
sible. Achlevttient of this goal requires unified cooperation
among the nursing and program staffs who have mutual and over¬
lapping responsibilities.
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Color Charts: Their Weaning to the Children
Upon entering the acute ward, each child Is examined by
a doctor and given a color card recommendation Indicating the
type of status stated by the definition. It Is the responsi¬
bility of the nursing and program staff, and of the volunteers
to understand what the recommendation for a particular child le^
and the general reasons why it has been made. Host Important,
It Is their responsibility to cooz^llnate their respective hand¬
ling of a child, so that it Is clear to the child that everyone
does understand his medical status In the same way and will be
expecting the same of him.
Five types of color card charts are used by the medical
staff. They are as follows:
1. Blue Card - Complete Bedrest. This means that a child
Is to be In or on his bed at all times. The urinal and bed
pans are brought to him, and he Is given bed baths. His recre¬
ational and program activities are only of the quietest type
and done lying down or with the bed In a cranked position.
Ordinarily a child on complete bedrest Is In the private room
off the nurses station In the boy's acute ward. However, a
child may at times be In this room without necessarily being
on oompiete bedrest.
2. Blue Card - Bedrest. This Indicates that a child can
go to the bathroom once a day. Otherwise he Is to be In or on
his bed, with all meals In bed and activities only such as may
be done lying down or with the bed in a cranked up position.
His school lessons are brought to his bedside.
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3. Pink Card - Modified Bedrest. This means that a child
can go to the bathroom and shower in the wheelchair once a day,
may sit on the bed with his legs dangling, will have meals In
bed, may sit In a wheelchair for activities, and may sit at a
desk at school.
4. Green Card - Table and Bathroom Privileges. This
means that a child may sit at a table to eat his meals, may
walk to and from the bathroom at reasonable Intervals, but must
be seated after reaching his destination. All recreational and
program activities planned for him are to be of kinds that can
be done sitting.
5* Yellow Card > Beady for Ambulatory Status. This Is a
trial period before a child Is actually transferred to the am¬
bulatory ward. In addition to the amount of mobility permitted
to the child with table and bathroom privileges, the "ready for
Ambu” child also may engage In standing or walking activities,
but all such activities must be compatible with the general at¬
mosphere of the acute ward and not disturbing to those In the
ward who are not yet ready for "Ambu".l
The medical staff had the responsibility of prescribing
bedrest or one of the other categories on the basis of a child's
particular and Individual medical situation. The medical staff
Is prepared to assist In explaining to the child and to other
staff the reasons why a particular recommendation had been made
^"Ambu" is the common agency expression for the Ambulatory
Ward
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in a particular instance*
Prior to admission to Irvington House, a social caseworker
talks with both parents* This interview gives the parents and
Irvington House staff an opportunity to know and discuss the
many factors involved in a child's admission* While at Irving¬
ton House, each child has his own social caseworker who helps
him with his adjustment to his new life and hie feelings around
separation from home*
It is then the responsibility of the social services staff
to help the child to understand and accept the recommendations
that have been made for him. The child's feelings about being
on (or Off) bedrest are interpreted to the medical, nursing and
program staffs by the social caseworker, so that they are all
able to take account of these feelings In dealing with the
child and devising a program for him*
Understanding and carrying out bedrest in an individual¬
ized manner is the most important single element in bringing
about the best possible morale, both of children and staff in
the acute ward* This goal cannot be reached by one staff mem¬
ber alone, or by any one department. It is a goal that demands
the cooperation of everyone who has to deal with the child* In
achieving it, the medical, nursing, program and social service
staffs work together.
The School Unit
Of significance in the structure of the hospital unit and
more specifically the acute ward is the school unit* Every
child who comes to Irvington House is able to keep up with his
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school work while there through the regular public school pro¬
gram, P. S. 403 of the New York City Public School System. A
teacher In charge, five class teachers and a shop teacher are
employed.
While children are In the acute wai*d, a teacher brings
their lessons to the bedside. These classes, which are small,
extend from kindergarten through the ninth grade. Individual
lnsti*uotlon Is provided for each child who needs it.
Religious Instructions
Upon request of the parents, religious Instructions during
"released time" is given each child by local clergymen of the
various faiths.1 On Sunday there is Mass for the Catholic
children as well as Protestant religious services. Sabbath
services are held for Jewish children.
Staff
The Irvington House Staff is as follows: MEDICAL STAFF -
Medical Director, Clinical Director, Research Associate, Visit¬
ing and attending Staff; NURSING STAFF - Head Nurse, six Regis¬
tered Nurses, five Practical Nurses, and two Nurses Aides;
SOCIAL SERVICE STAFF - Social Services Director, three Case
Workers; PROGRAM STAFF - Program Director, twenty Counselors,
Consulting Psychiatrist and Consulting Psychologist. There are
complete laboratory and fluoroscopy services.
^Under New York state law, "released time" is provided
once a week by the public schools for religious instruction of
the students. Such Instruction must be carried on outside of




The research was based on eighteen group records written
by the researcher in her capacity as a program worker in the
acute ward of Irvington House during her six months block
placement as a social work student (the period of placement was
from September 2, 1957 to February 28, 1958).
The method of analysis followed was the use of eighteen
group process records with a schedule for analizing the rec¬
ords The items of the schedule were applied to each child,
and excerpts from the records will be shown here to support
summary statements made in reference to each case. These
eighteen records dealt with program activity as expressed in
and through the group, and an attempt was made to show the ef¬
fect of using program activity as a means of helping children
to make a better psychological, social, and emotional adjustment
to the hospital setting. The excerpts were utilized to show
individual and/or group behavior, expressed or unexpressed
needs and interests, and evaluation and interpretation of
these, with accompanying goals for each child.
In order to supplement information from the process rec¬
ords gathered by the researcher, interviews with other staff
members (members of the nursing and program staffs) who were in
close contact with the children were held,
■^’The schedule will be found in Appendix A,
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Significantly, no two cases were exactly alike. There¬
fore, all items found on the schedule could not be applied to
each case. For example: the worker was not present upon the
admission of many of the children; therefore, the worker could
not apply items regarding "initial attitude upon entering the
acute ward," "period of adjustment," etc. In other instances,
some children were admitted outside of the usual plan of later
transference to the ambulatory ward or the convalescent ward;
these were admitted in order to complete their immediate medi¬
cation, and to be returned to the home setting shortly there¬
after. This was, especially, true of terminal cases where
children were "in" and "out" of heart failure. Others contin¬
ued to live in the acute ward for social reasons even though
medically ready for "Ambu", and therefore, were not expected to
participate in activity in the acute ward. They were encour¬
aged to take activity in the ambulatory-convalescence domni-
tories. In some cases, however, such children chose to partic¬
ipate in activity in the acute ward, at which time the worker
recorded their involvement.
Cases
Case No. 1. - D. - Negro - Age l4
Introduction.- D, was a fairly attractive, dark skinned
Negro girl, who at points seemed rather reserved, poised and
adult-like. D. was in the ward when the worker came. She had
retui*ned to Irvington House during the summer months for a two
weeks observational period. The doctor in the prophylaxis
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clinic noticed that D. seemed to have certain medical Indica¬
tions of a possible recurrence of rheumatic fever; however, not
being able to make a definite statement regarding whether she
was having a recurrence or not, the doctor advised her to go
back to the Acute Ward for a two weeks observational period.
When this worker (the writer) arrived, D*s case had been
diagnosed as almost a definite recurrence of the fever. D. was,
therefore, very much disturbed at the outcome and had resorted
to a very hostile attitude which evidenced Itself in different
personality attitudes such as rigid, self-sufficiency, quiet¬
ness, and, at points, passivity. At times she did not seem to
be consciously aware or interested In those about her. She sat
for hours looking at the television, which she monopolized.
She was outwardly hostile to anyone who Interfered with her at
particular times when she was seemingly preoccupied with her
own Interests or problems.
Excerpts from records^ case Dv-
1. Initial attitude
a. Hostile (negative)
...when D. discovered that she was having a recurrence of
rheumatio-fever, she was very hurt for she claimed that
she had done all of the things she was supposed to have
done; she had not over-exerted herself in activity, had
visited the prophylaxis clinic on schedule, therefore, she
could not understand why she was having a recurrence. As
a result, she was very distrustful of the medical and
social service staffs. She was very hostile with most
people who came in contact with her, particularly staff
members.
2. Period of adjustment
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a. Subsequent (initial)!
.«.Adjustment did not take place in the Acute Ward due
to the fact that D, never did seem to understand why
she had to return to the hospital after she had fol¬
lowed the doctor's advice during convalescence, and at
home....
3. Attitude toward separation from home
a. Child clings tenaciously to home environment
...nevertheless, she seems ambivalent about some aspects of
her home life. D, apparently does not have the type of
family life that she wants and needs. She lives with her
grandmother whom she is very fond of and who was mainly re¬
sponsible for taking care of her. D. has a baby brother,
age three, whom she loves very much. She enjoyed making
articles such as leather belts, a wallet, etc. for him.
D. is not quite pleased with her mother's life. Her
mother is a young woman of approximately twenty-nine years
of age, who seemed to have been quite promiscuous and ir¬
responsible.
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
a. Ambivalent - more negative than (negative)
positive
...because of the shock of having to return to Irvington
House as advised by the Irvington House Medical Staff. D.
was ambivalent toward Irvington House.
5. Attitude toward worker
a. Withdrawn (initial reaction (negative)
toward program worker)
...on September 2, when this worker walked into the girls'
Acute Ward...D. was sitting on her bed alone. (Host of
the other girls were either working together or in small
groups.) Worker noticed that D. was working on a very at¬
tractive burlap rug. Worker went over and said, "hello!
Hay I see what you are making?" D. looked up at worker as
she lifted the rug slightly and placed the design facing
the worker. Worker told her how beautiful the rug was.
D. had not yet commented. Worker asked her about the ma¬
terial that she was using. She told worker, after which
she said no more. With this worker moved on.
■^’Worker was not present during D's inital period in the
Acute Ward.
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(Subsequent response).».D. was obviously disturbed at
the behavior of C, toward C's boyfriend, and called
worker's attention to the situation. Worker saw rea¬
son to intervene to clear up the situation. With this,
Worker began to gain prestige with D. as she began to
relate more to worker than she had previously.
6. Attitude toward program activity
a. Subsequent-positive and eager (initial)^
to adjust
...after the above incident, D, began to take an active
part in any program activity that worker suggested, as
long as it did not take her away from the television dur¬
ing three or four o'clock, at which time her favorite pro¬
gram "American Band Stand", was on.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Arts and Crafts, cooking and sewing seemed to have
been of most therapeutic value to D. She was a very
domestic minded girl who apparently did quite a bit of
these activities in her home; therefore, these activ¬
ities brought positive aspects regarding the home to
the hospital setting.
8. Activities that raised problems
...listening to "rock and roll" records, unsupervised,
seemed to have brought about problems regarding medical
management. On occasions when Worker was in the shop with
one group, leaving D, and others in the ward listening to
records, D. would sometimes attempt to dance (her medical
status did not recommend dancing), stimulated by the pres¬
ence of visitors from the Ambulatory-convalescence wards
and by the types of records they would play.
9. Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
A. Conscious effort on the part of the worker to stimulate
the types of programs to meet the needs and interests of
each child individually.
(The following is a summary based on the record, but not
taken directly from the record.)
...this was seen in worker's attempt to structure the
types of programs, centered around home life, domestic
^Worker not present.
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activities, etc* As an expressed need and interest, these
activities gave D, an opportunity for developing relation¬
ships with all of the members of the group as well as an
outlet for more Interaction. These activities also served
to relieve frustrations around separation from home.
B. Use of relationship
...today worker advanced enough to sit with D. In front of
the television and discuss the program. D. was surprised
that worker was familiar with a number of the songs that
were played. D, asked worker If she went for "rook and
roll" records. Worker said, "Sure, a number of them!"
10. Worker’s use of self
a. Subsequent (Initial
...D. wrote an article for the Irvington House News¬
paper, published by the children, entitled, "Buies."
She restated the new rules, then commented on them.
The article indicated that despite O's objections to
the rules, she had apparently given the matter some
thought and consideration (resulting from a previous
talk with worker, among other reasons.) Her article
Indicated that she was definitely aware of the rules
and particularly her own restrictions. She admitted
some Immediate objections, but Indicated that she was
going to keep her medical status and she hoped all
children would observe their status.
11. Attitude regarding health
a. Pear b. frustration (negative)
...Worker had spoken to D. about keeping her bedrest
status, and D. had told worker that she had no Inten¬
tions of staying on her bed. Worker asked, "Why?" D.
replied with remarks to the effect that she did not see
the need; she said that she was sick, and did not feel
as If she were ever going to get well. Worker asked
her why she had taken this attitude. She said that
when she was In the other hospital (referring to a New
York City hospital from which she was referred), they
told her mother that she had a "big heart" (enlarged
heart) and that they (the doctors) wanted to perform an
operation for which her mother would not sign...Worker
said In reference to the comment made regarding the
operation, that she did not feel D, should worry about




12. Patterns of social Interaction
...throughout D*s stay In the Acute Ward, she was a member
of a predominantly Negro sub-group. The members of the
group changed from time to time but held Its same leader,
O., throughout her stay In the Acute Ward.
13. Activities allowing opportunity for expressing or relieving
fznistratlons and anxieties
a. Separation from home
...such activities as fixing up the ward to appear more
homelike were good activities for relieving frustrations
regarding separation from home. These activities were
usually Initiated by D. and accepted by the group as a
good project.
14. Attitude regarding other children
f. Indifferent
...D, seemed to have been Indifferent about other sick
children who came to the ward. Worker felt, however, that
this attitude of Indifference was a means of divorcing her¬
self from the problems of her illness as seen in others.
15. Attitude toward newcomers
b. Hostile
...and until she had made it clear that she was the leader
of the group, and that all of the children looked up to her
for guidance, she remained hostile toward a newcomer.
16. Attitude regarding staff members
a. Nurses
.,,D, had her own special or favorite nurse for who®
she suggested having a dinner, she appeared to dislike
most of the remainder of the group of nurses.
b. Ambivalent toward her doctor
...On one occasion D. suggested having a Dinner by
Candlelight for her doctor. On many other occasions,
she said that her doctor was stupid.
17. Leadership ability or potential
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a. Dysfunctional (Instrumental)
...D. Is definitely a leader* She often takes the
mother role In the group. It was D. to whom the girls
looked for Ideas about programs. If an Idea came up
regarding something someone wanted to do. It was ac¬
cepted by others In the group only if D, approved. If
D. brought up an Idea It was always accepted by the
group.
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
...Interest In "rock and roll" music, "American Band
Stand"...Worker felt that D, gained from her Identifi¬
cation with this program as well as her Identification
with the children who appeared on the program. As a
result, worker made use of this expressed Interest
through (1) attempting to show D. that she (worker)
enjoyed many of the rock and roll reco3^ds, and (2)
by helping the group to structure activities centered
around this Interest such as "writing letters to fav¬
orite 'rook and roll' stars" for autographed pictures
which were framed and hung In the ward, over the tele¬
vision set. Other Interests and needs expressed by D.
were met through program activity such as dancing.
D. had such a great desire to danoe (which was not In
keeping with her medical status) that worker designed
a type of hand danoe done to the rhythm of the record
which served as a means of expression for her, and
which she enjoyed.
...Other Interests In domestic activities such as
cooking, sowing, etc., were engaged in by D.
19. Expressed or unexpressed needs and Interests observed by
worker
...D. had a need to be accepted by worker even though
she gave little overt Indications of this. Neverthe¬
less, her attempt to attract worker's attention by
"being good" or doing the correct thing In observing
some rule while others were not, gave worker to see
that D. needed a great amount of acceptance from her.
...D. needed re-assurance from worker, medical staff,
regarding her health...D's discussion regarding her
"enlarged heart" and the hopelessness she felt gave
Indication'of her deep feelings regarding her health.
Worker attempted to support her positively as already
described, but even above this discussion and the pre¬
cipitating actions that led to a meeting on "bedrest
Statuses," D's feelings of hopelessness were consid¬
ered by the medical staff, which consequently led them
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to rearrange the medical card status, extending the
priviledges of the Green Card Status, in order to
give D. some feelings of security and hope.
20. Attitude regarding various medical color card statuses
...Blue Card was a farce with D. for she did not see
the need for keeping bedrest in reference to herself.
However, after she was put on "green" she immediately
rejected even this, but later accepted it as she was
able to channel some of her hostility in a construe*
tive way as indicated in the newspaper article men¬
tioned earlier.
21. Significant changes in group atmosphere
a. Group or individual factors
...After the revision of the medical chart took place,
many of the girls were put on a card that lifted their
medical limitations mainly for social reasons; to help
them to feel more hopeful. As a result, many of the
girls, including D. were excited about the privilege
of being medically able to walk around. This brought
about a significant change in group atmosphere; the
girls were less interested in program activity, es¬
pecially if it kept them in the ward. They seemed to
have enjoyed being free to move in and out of the
ward.
22. Attitude regarding other ethnic groups
...D. never gave any verbal indication of prejudices
against other ethnic groups; however, it was observed
that D. did not like the Puerto Rican girls. She sel¬
dom interacted with the various ones that came into
the ward. Worker did notice a very significant factor:
D. very often attempted to speak Spanish as the Puerto
Ricans did. It was surprising how much Spanish she
had picked up during her stay at Irvington House.
This may have Indicated a need to be accepted by the
Puerto Ricans, who Invariably blocked any communica¬
tion that may have gone on outslcde their sub-group
by speaking Spanish consistently.
23. No evidence.
24. Attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
a. Complete rejection
...When D. was told by her social caseworker that she
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might be going down to the other end of the floor to
"Ambu" very soon, D. said no, she was not going. She
had come with the intentions of being here for only
two weeks, and she was going home from the Acute Ward*
0. was set about not going to "Ambu" and had greatly
influenced the other children toward "Ambu", without
giving them any concrete reason for her rejection of
"Ambu•"
25. Differences in child*s attitude toward this worker and
the attitude expressed toward other program workers.
b. More positive
...D. very often commented verbally about her dislike
for other workers. This worker was never able to dis-
em why, but realized that it was a pattern with D.
Summary.- D, had many problems centered around making an
adjustment to the hospital setting, the recurrence of rheumatic
fever, social adjustment to the group, and members of the
group. Along with these was the Impact of adolescent conflict
over striving to be independent, to move away somewhat from
the safety and shelter of parents, and of other adult figures.
Here was D., sometimes attempting to be an adult and sometimes
to be a baby. Illness is often frightening because it plunges
the person squarely into a position where he or she must be
dependent. There is a pleasure in the satisfaction of depen¬
dency needs, but on the other hand the adolescent is also
striving to be Independent.
Because of the nature of D*s problems, worker had to de¬
vise a method of gaining D's support; of developing a relation¬
ship that would not be threatening to D.
Worker, upon observing D's attempt to separate herself
from the group, its problems or Interests, attempted to relate
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to D. on a one-to-one t)asl8, which proved futile in the be¬
ginning. Worker then had to try to develop a relationship
with D, by attempting to identify with D. through her immed¬
iate obvious interest, the television and more specifically
"rock,and roll" programs. Excerpts show how D. moved from an
apparent negative attitude toward the worker to acceptance of
her, as worker attempted to show D. that she, too, enjoyed
"rook and roll" records. Worker helped the group to struc¬
ture programs centered around this interest in order to bring
D. into the group with more Interaction than previously.
Excerpts show how worker related in other ways to D, and
how the developed relationship was effective in helping D. to
move in terms of her needs and interests.
Case No. 2 - H. - Negro - Age 9
Introduction.- H. was an attractive girl, very frail
looking with significant outward manifestations of her Illness
(that is, the area surrounding the heart was protruded making
it very east to detect that she had a severely enlarged
heart); likewise, H's heart condition had been diagnosed as
beyond repair at the present time due to unsolved problems re¬
garding heart surgery for children whose hearts are as damaged
as H's.
H. had spent eight of her nine years of life in hospital
settings; therefore, she was quite adjusted to the situation.
H. was, however, very concerned with her illness and had ob¬
viously been institutionalized much too long, for she had
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begun to take on an air of hopelessness, of feeling that she
was much more limited, with reference to living a so-called
normal life, than was true or necessary* Even though H. was
allowed to dress and participate in activities outside of the
Acute Wai?d, she chose to remain in the ward, claiming that she
did not feel strong enough, or she was afraid of being knocked
down by other children, etc. H. was much too content in the
ward; she had adjusted herself to the fact that she would nev¬
er get well, and would never be able to enjoy certain normal
activities.
The Inter-disciplinary group (team consisting of the med¬
ical staff, nursing, program, social service staff and the ad¬
ministration), decided that it was necessary to determine what
the institution could give to this child in the way of helping
her to feel less hopeless, to assure her that life had purpose
for her.
It was decided that H. needed to be re-assured regarding
her health; H, also needed to be urged to identify more close¬
ly with her peers, to move out of the Acute Ward for activities
in order to develop more social contact.
Another aspect of development needed was to help H. to
become less demanding of others. H. had a way of manipulating
every one around her and particularly her peers. It was
around these problems that program activity was geared to meet
H's needs
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Excerpts from recordcase H.-
1. Initial attitude
Worker not present,
2. Period of adjustment
Worker not present,
3. Attitude toward separation from home
,..The child seems happy to be away from home. She
Is also the only sibling of approximately nine others
and the family llres In an upstairs apartment with no
elevator service. She Is permitted to visit home
every other weekend, which seems to please her,
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
..,H. understood why It was necessary for her to be
In a hospital setting, and she liked this type of set-
ting. She looks upon Irvington House as home In a
sense.
5. Attitude toward worker
a. Eager to adjust (positive)
...Worker began by spending quite a bit of time In
the work shop with the Juniors which Included H,
This gave worker an opportunity to develop quite a
close relationship with H.
6. Attitude toward program activity
a. Subsequent - acceptive (Initial)1
...H. enjoyed program activity and participated In
the planning sometime to a greater extent than In the
actual carrying out of the activity. H. required a
great amount of Individual attention when she was en¬
gaging In an activity. When worker would not comply
with her wishes, she would then turn to certain mem¬
bers of the group and order them to either do some¬
thing for her or complete her project for her.
Worker not present.
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7> Activities of therapeutic value
...After H. began to take activities In the "Ambu"
work, she began to gain self confidence, and a feel¬
ing of hopefulness regaiHilng her health which was
evidenced even In her walk.
...On worker's day off, worker chanced to be walking
down stairs in the play area of the hospital and there
H. was, engaging In a game called "take a giant step."
Previously H. would not engage In this type of activ¬
ity for she would have felt It too much for her but
since being given the privilege of taking activities
In "Ambu," It made her feel less helpless and able to
perform with some degree of normalcy.
8. No evidence.
9. Programs to meet the needs and Interest of each child
...H. needed to have actlvltes that were homelike In
nature since she spent most of her time here at Irv¬
ington House and In the Acute Ward. H. loved to cook,
therefore, several cook outs were scheduled In which
H. was encouraged to take as much responsibility for
the planning and carrying out of the activity as pos¬
sible...the girls were cooking cakes. Worker placed
the ingredients convenient to the girls along with a
guide to follow. Worker dissolved the batter for the
girls. J. and H. took turns at stirring the batter.
H. also helped to Ice the cake.
10. Worker's use of self
Worker not present
11. Attitude regarding health
...Rheumatic fever (and heart failure in her case)
meant fear. H. had undergone many serious attacks,
which almost took her life. Therefore, each time a
child came Into the ward who was In rheumatic pain, or
generally very ill, she began to identify with her; at
this time she would demand a great amount of Individual
attention from worker, as she tended to over Identify
with sick children, which Intensified her fear of
losing her life.
12. Patterns of social interaction
...H. was an Individual. She was given special at¬
tention by all staff who were In close contact with
her; therefore, she did not rely as heavily on peer
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group associations or relationships as the other
children* Nevertheless, she was a member of a sub¬
group of three children, E., B., and E,
13. No evidence.
14. Attitude regarding other children
...the general atmosphere of the ward was one of solemnity
due to the absence of E., B., and T., who had gone to
"Ambu." H. was very happy as she realized she was the
only junior in the ward. Shortly after this, L. came, a
six year old frail girl who looked physically very ill,
H, began to develop her characteristic "shoulder ache" as
a means of diverting worker's attention away from the
little girl who also probably reminded H, of her own ill¬
ness.^
15. Attitude toward newcomers
b. Hostile
(Especially if they were her own age or younger and
if the child had been assigned to H*s "special doc¬
tor.")
...G. was admitted today and assigned to Dr* T. H.
had taken to bed with no apparent illness except her
characteristic "shoulder ache". H. refused to engage
in any activity. She just lay very still on her bed
and instead of her usual coy but affectionate greeting
to her doctor, she turned her back to the doctor, but
did cast occasional glances at what was happening be¬
tween G, and the doctor, when H. was certain that the
doctor was not looking*
16. Attitude regarding staff members
a. Nurses
...H. took quite a liking to the nurses and medical
staff, and felt Indebted to them for prolonging her
life. At points, when she became displeased with the
program worker, she would leave the ward and go out¬
side to the nurse's desk in an effort to convey to the
worker that if she could not have her way in the dorm¬
itory, she still had the nurses or her doctor who gave
her the attention that she wanted.
always complained of having a "Shoulder Ache" when
threatened in any way, by sick children or new comers.
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17. Leadership ability or potential
...H. had a way of manipulating all of those around
her, particularly her peers. The children realized
that she had a more serious heart condition than any
of them; therefore, they allowed her to use them.
...Throughout the beginning of the worker’s assignment
in the ward, it was, "J., get me some water!" "Pick
up my shoes!" etc. ”R., would you pick my towel off
the floor?"
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
...H. expressed a desire to give a dinner for her doc¬
tor, Worker thought this a good Idea since H. felt
very close to her doctor, and wanted to do something
to show her appreciation to the doctor (H's doctor
was very devoted to her and often made "goodies" for
her). H. took quite a bit of the responsibility for
planning and carrying out this program.
...H. also enjoyed group singing. Worker called in a
professional "Polk Song Specialist," who structured
the type of program that all of the children enjoyed.
H. was one who suggested an additional song. H. was
also familiar with several of the songs,
19. No evidence.
20. No evidence.
21. Significant changes in group atmosphere
b. Nedlcal status
...the general atmosphere of the ward was one of solemnity
due to the fact that E., T., and J. had all gone down to
"Ambu" and the three remaining, which included H., were
all on bedrest.
...the girls were as Jolly as could be expected under the
circumstances, that is, each time a group went down to
"Ambu," the ones who remained were reminded of the serious¬
ness of their Illness.
22. Attitude regarding other ethnic groups
...H. outwardly accepted members of other ethnic
groups, but worker discovered that she had feelings
about "white people" as manifested themselves as she
watched a TV program and there chanced to be a Negro
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on a predominantly white program. H, would say,
"look. Miss M., there Is a Negro on that program" or
the reverse situation occurred on many occasions.
...H. was very hostile towards J. S., a Puerto Rican
boy, who commented about the quality of H's hair as
worker was braiding it. "...So, you hair is not
exactly straight...", said H*
23. No evidence.
24. No evidence.
25. Differences in child’s attitude toward this worker and
the attitude expressed toward other program workers
b. More positive
...H. had been "sugar coated" by entire staff since
the time she arrived. Consequently, she felt that she
should have been given extended privileges over the
other children, and required this of all who came in
contact with her. Worker decided that this was an in¬
justice to H. Worker felt that H. should have been
treated Just as the other children her age. There¬
fore, worker found the necessity to be rather rigid
with her on several occasions. She rejected this at
first, but later learned to respect worker and the
fact that worker did not handle her differently from
the others.
Summary.- The greatest problem here was attempting to
help H. to feel less hopeless with regard to her health; as a
result of her feelings regarding her health, H. developed an
institutional air. She clung to adults, and made use of her
peers who sympathized with her, by manipulating them, ^ome
might question giving H. such reassurance as was evidenced.
It might be called pseudo-security; however, the worker was
very optimistic about medical research. Worker felt that as
long as research was in process, H. still had a chance for
continued life with some degree of normalcy.
Through worker's use of relationship, facilitated by
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program activity, worker was able to help H. to develop a more
objective attitude regarding her health. Program activity al¬
so helped H, in terms of her relationship with other children
both in and outside the Acute Ward.
Case No. 3 “ - Jewish - Age 9
Introduction.- F. was an attractive, plump girl who wore
a long pony tall that swayed from side to side when she
walked. F. was very shy and quiet initially, but later be¬
came more verbal as she developed a closer relationship with
worker.
Worker was not present when F. entered the ward; however,
worker received the Information from the social service depart¬
ment regarding what a traumatic experience it was for P. to
adjust to the hospital setting. P. had emotional problems re¬
garding her illness, separation from home and parental love
and care, all of which were manifested in her refusal to eat,
(supposedly because of religious beliefs), ^his might have
also indicated a distrust in the faith of a superior being who
is supposed to keep children healthy and happy.
Ironically enough, F. gave all of the outward indications
of wanting to return to her home as quickly as possible. How¬
ever, when the time came and she was put on Ambulatory status,
she rejected the idea despite the fact that she recognized
that "Ambu” meant a step closer to home. (Often the pains and
insecurity of having to make new adjustments lead individuals
to assume an opposite attitude).
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Thus, the worker, through the use of program, attempted
to help P. to resolve her hostility which was seemingly di¬
rected toward her parents. Worker further attempted, through
a Conscious one-to-one relationship, to help F. become less
fearful of moving into new situations such as was demonstrated
in her move from the Acute Ward to the Ambulatory Wax^.
Excerpts from records, case F.-
1. Initial attitude
...From Social Service meeting held on P., worker
learned that F. was very hostile upon entering the
Acute Ward. (Worker was not present when F. entered
the Acute Ward.) She expressed this by maintaining a
very rigid attitude with regard to her institutional
habits. F. was very religious and observed certain
relgious restrictions regarding foods; therefore, P.
refused to eat for one whole week after she entered
the Acute Ward, never giving any reason for not eating
the food. She never mentioned her religious restric¬
tions regarding foods, but rather rejected the food in
a passive withdrawn manner. One day after a week's
time, P. decided to tell why she was refusing to eat:
She was brought milk with meal and therefore she
wouldn't touch the plate.
2. Period of adjustment
subsequent (Initial)^
a. Beasons why adjustment took place.
...F. became adjusted to the Acute Ward and had a
good relationship with the other girls in the ward,
particularly with E. and C., with both of whom she
was closely identified.
3. Attitude toward separation from home
...F. actually bribed her parents into promising her
an "English bike" when she returned home. P. seemed
frustrated rega3?ding insecurity of beinga#ay from home




enjoyed the attention her parents were giving her
while here at Irvington House. Part of the feeling
may have been due to the fact that F. was a "middle
child" of the three siblings, and perhaps did not re¬
ceive as much attention at home as she received In the
hospital.
4. No evidence.
5. Attitude toward worker
e. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...On the first day worker went on the ward, she was
taken to the work shop where F. was working on a wood
project. Worker stood and watched her for a few min¬
utes. During the time worker had an occasion to ask
F. If she needed any help In sewing a piece of wool
that was giving her a great deal of difficulty. She
welcomed the help. F. thanked the worker but made no
further comment at the moment. Later, she asked
worker If she would come back to the shop to work the
next day. Worker said, "Yes". From the beginning,
worker had a very good relationship with F,
6. Attitude toward program activity
Subsequent - positive - eager (initial
...F. was very enthusiastic about program activity.
She enjoyed being kept busy and gave this as one of
her reasons for not wanting to go to "Ambu," "They
don't do nothing down there" (which was not necessarl^
the truth), even though she was on "Ambu" status.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Arts and crafts seemed to have had the most thera¬
peutic value for this child. They were also In keep¬
ing with her medical status since F. had a severely
damaged heart.
8. Activities that raised problems
...Activities accessible to the element of "compe¬
tition" seemed to have had a terrific emotional Im¬
pact on F. She became very emotionally upset If she
were a loser as In the game of "pick up sticks." She
would say, "I Just can't play, I Just can't play! I
•^•Worker not present.
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am too nervous*" After observing this, worker did not
encourage such activities.9.Programs to meet the needs and Interest of each child
...For the first two weeks that the worker was on the
ward, worker attempted to begin where the group was,
that Is, where Individuals were, with regard to activ¬
ity, Worker observed their Interests through watching
them participate In various activities that they were
doing before the worker arrived. Worker observed that
P. enjoyed working In the shop, therefore, worker
scheduled her program activity (3j00 - 4:30) to In¬
clude spending some time In the shop with P, and
others who wished to work In the shop,
10. Worker’s use of self
Initial
...P. had been giving her parents and her social
worker a considerable amount of trouble by refusing to
go to "Ambu" even though she was medically ready to
go. When told by her social worker that she would be
moving soon, F, threw a tantrum. Influenced by E., who
was also rejecting the Idea. Worker withdrew P, from
the group. Worker discovered that when taken from the
presence of the group, and especially E., P, did not
really reject the Idea. She could give no true reason
for not wanting to go to the "Ambu," other than those
that E. had given her. Worker attempted to point out
the fact that moving to "Ambu" meant a step closer to
home. It Indicated that she was getting well, less
limitations In activity, etc. P. stopped crying but
maintained that she still did not want to move,
...three days after F. had left the Acute Ward (subse¬
quent) P, was brought back to the ward, along with two
other girls, all of whom had "flu". Worker wondered If
P. would want to stay once she was back. The next day,
the nurse Informed worker that she had to move a couple
of the girls out of the ward. Into a private room, and P,
had volunteered to go to the private room.
11. No evidence.
12. Patterns of social Interaction
...P. was a member of a sub-grouping of predominantly
Negroes, the leader of which was E, The oldest child
In the ward and to whom all of the children looked for
guidance and leadership, which was very often negative
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as well as positive. P. was greatly Influenced by E.
13. Activities allowing opportunity for expressing or reliev¬
ing frustrations and anxieties
(This is a summary statement based on record but not
taken directly from the record.)
...P. was not in the ward long enough for worker to
have concentrated on program activities that may have
proved helpful to her regarding an opportunity for
expressing or relieving frustrations.
14. No evidence.
15. No evidence.
16. Attitude regarding staff members
c. Social caseworker
...P. projected her hostility toward being at Irving¬
ton House, toward the disease, and toward her parents,
on the caseworker, since she represented a tie between
the home environment and the hospital.
17. No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and interest of the child?
...The type of program activity that P, engaged in
(already described) definitely coupled with an ex¬
pressed Interest in arts and crafts by the child.
...P. seems to enjoy painting. She is not very
creative but enjoys attempting to be.
19. through 22. No evidence.
23. Attitude regarding two distinct age groupings
...P. constantly identified with girls in the senior
category due to the fact that she was a member of a
sub-group, in which two of its members were"senlors.
24. Attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
a. Complete rejection - as (negative)
described in Item 10
^Juniors are girls from six years of age to eleven.
Seniors are girls twelve and over.
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25. No evidence.
Summary.- Many times children, feeling that parents have
failed them, ask themselves why. They begin to wonder if par¬
ents are as powerful as they believed. In this case, the
world suddenly becomes a very threatening place with no secur¬
ity in it. Or, they begin to wonder whether, is it that they
no longer protect me because they no longer love me? And if
they no longer love me, is it because I have been bad and
therefore, unworthy of love? Has religious faith failed me?
Does not God watch over little children? P. was a child with
Just such problems and as is often the case, P. projected
these feelings on her parents by making unusual demands on
them, by attempting to hurt them by refusing to eat, etc. P.
had one "vulnerable" spot, however: she enjoyed program ac¬
tivity. Therefore, worker closely observed her interests, and
attempted to structure program around these Interests and
needs, thereby, giving P. less time to concern herself with
her problems of illness, and providing an outlet for expres¬
sion and a way of channeling some of her hostility into more
constructive efforts.
Although P. never did make a complete adjustment, she
nevertheless became less overt with her hostility as directed
toward her parents, and even though she rejected (initially),
with great vigor, moving to the Ambulatory Ward, she never¬
theless made an immediate adjustment to Ambulatory, and it
was felt that she gained much from this group experience.
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Case No. 4 - A. - Negro - Age l4
Introduetion.- A. was an attractive, fair complexloned,
girl, obese and over-developed for her age. A. had been In
the Acute Ward for a longer period of time than had any of the
other girls. She had had a recurrence of rheumatic fever and
had undergone a series of medications, which extended her term
of stay In the Acute Ward. Aside from her apparent frustra¬
tions regarding the length of time she had been away from home,
a long period of bedrest, fear of and Insecurity regarding
rheumatic fever, loss of contact with friends and classmates,
etc., was the onset of adolescence with Its many problems.
First of all, certain medications were causing A. to become
over-developed, particularly in the breast, face and around
the waist. Boys were becoming quite an Interest to A.; how¬
ever, because of her size (which she recognized as resulting
from her medication), she was very self-conscious.
At one point. It became increasingly difficult to keep
A. on her bedrest status, because she had begun to doubt Its
necessity. ¥hls attitude was brought to the attention of the
Interdisciplinary group who came together on a decision to ex¬
tend A* s activity purely for psychological reasons. The ex¬
tended privilege of walking around as Indicated by a green
card classification was not necessarily medically helpful to
A., but on the other hand. It was not harmful. And the
psychological effect it had on A. was worth much in terms of
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helping her to get well*^
Excerpts of records, case A.-
1. Initial attitude
Worker not present when A, entered the Acute Ward,
2. Period of adjustment
Worker not present.
3. Attitude toward separation from home
c. Frustration regarding Insecurity of being away from
home
«.,A, is from a closely knit family with a grandmother
who seems to be the dominant member of the family.
A*s parents are separated. Nevertheless, she gets a
great deal of attention from both parents, and also
two aunts much of which she misses by not being In
the home. School was also very Important to this
child and she was worried about being left behind,
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
a. Hostile (negative)
...A, had been In the Acute Ward longer than most of
the girls In the ward. She had undergone several
series of treatments, and had to go through a second
course of metlcorten, which extended her stay In the
Acute Ward. A. did not understand why she had to stay
so much longer than the others; therefore, she was
very hostile toward Irvington House,
5. Attitude toward worker
b. Eager to adjust (positive)
...A, was very acceptive of the worker as were the
members of her sub-group which included C., E., and H.
6. Attitude toward program activity
Subsequent (Initial)2
^Thls was an example of teamwork, where the discussion of
the problem was Initiated by the program worker.




...even though A. was a bit older than the Juniors, she
enjoyed many of the same activities. She often engaged
in arts and crafts activities such as sewing, painting,
clay, along with the junior girls.
...A. was very Interested in activity, often initi¬
ating program ideas.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...A. enjoyed participating in any activity involving
sewing, painting, etc. A. also gained quite a bit,
emotionally, from her cooking experiences in the ward
which was something that she did at home.
8. Activities that raised problems
...On one occasion when A. was on "strict bedrest" as
a result of a recurrence of rheumatic fever, A. was
feeling well enough to wheel herself into the work
shop where worker was working with a group. Even
though worker had given A. some material for making
doll clothes as she had requested, she still wanted
to go into the shop where the other girls were and
before worker realized it, she had wheeled herself
into the shop, fhe nurse on duty immediately wheeled
her back to the ward and to her bed.
9. Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
...A. was a very domestic minded girl who apparently
did quite a bit of cooking at home. She also owned
a portable sewing machine. Because of A's interest
in these activities, several programs were structured
to Include these activities in order to meet her needs
and interests, and to relieve some of her feelings of
frustrations regarding being away from home, etc.10.Worker’s use of self
b. Subsequent period
...Worker walked into the ward to find A. very gloomy.
The doctors had made their rounds that day, and A's
doctor told her that she would not be coming off bed¬
rest for quite sometime. (A. was beginning medication
all over again.) Worker told A. that she understood
how she felt but that she (worker) felt that it was
best to have to stay on bedrest for a little while
longer, especially if she was able to feel more
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certain that when the doctors do take her off of bed¬
rest, then eventually pemnlt her to go home, chances
are she wouldn't have to come back. A. then com¬
mented, "I am not coming back to this place, everl"
Worker said that she felt It best to hope that it
wouldn't be necessary to come back after this time,
for In many Instances children have to come back.
Worker said that A, would have the satisfaction of
knowing that once the doctors had finished with her,
she would be strong enough and able to go home and
back to school and other activities.
11. Attitude regarding health
b. Frustrations (negative)
...A. was frustrated because she had been In the
Acute Ward and on bedrest longer than any of the
children, many of whom had come and gone. A. was
beginning to feel hopeless....
12. Patterns of social Interaction
...A. was a very pleasant girl with what the girls
called, "A nice personality." She was especially
attracted to E, who was older than others In the
ward. She, nevertheless, had a very good relation¬
ship with the smaller girls In the group. A. was,
nevertheless, a member of a predominantly Negro sub¬
group, which was led by and greatly Influenced by E.
13. through 15. No evidence.
16. Attitude regarding staff members
a. Nurses
...A. seemed a bit ambivalent towazHl the nurses.
Worker felt that she projected her feelings of re¬
sentment regarding medication, on to them since they
were the ones who brought her dally medications.
...Nurse T. brought A, her tablets with fruit juice
this evening. A. said, "1 don't want juice, I want
water." Nurse said, "Why didn't you tell me before
now...." Another occasion, she wanted the reverse,
the water; this was a common pattern with A., and It
antagonized the nurses very much.
17. Leadership ability or potential
a. Constructive (social)
...Worker observed that even though A. was older than
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S. P., S. M., S, and R., all of whom were in the Jun¬
ior category, she spends a great deal of her time with
the group. She usually takes the mother role or the
leadership role; however, worker never observed that
she tried to manipulate them In any way.
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
...During A's entire stay In the Acute Ward, she en¬
gaged In all activities, particularly those In the
nature of sewing and cooking, which seemed to have
been her greatest Interest. A, kept extra needle and
sewing material In her bed stand so that she could
work anytime she felt like It.
(Needs identified above)...In reference to tie-up of ac¬
tivities engaged In at home, which she obviously would
have missed tremendously If we had not structured these
activities.
19. No evidence.
20. Attitude regardingvarious medical color card statuses
...After the revision of the mfedlcal card chart, (in
which A's case was given Individual attention since
she had reached a state of feeling hopeless regarding
her health). A, was placed on a "Green Card" which
meant an end to a long period of bed rest. This gave
A. some hope and encouragement as evidenced In her
comment afterward, "I thought that old doctor was
stupid! but he Is O.K.S' Worker asked her what she
meant by this remark. She said, "Well, he put me on
a green card" Indicating that she was very pleased.
21. Significant changes In group atmosphere
...After being placed on a green card. A., along with
certain others whose mediceJ. statuses were raised,
was very excited. It was very difficult to engage
the girls In any activity that kept them on the ward.
Worker was especially happy to see A. take a more pos¬
itive attitude toward her illness.
22. No evidence.
23. Attitude regarding two distinct age groupings
...A. enjoyed activities with the Juniors and got
along well with them.
24. Attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
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(Positive)
...A's attitude was always positive. A little am¬
bivalent at points because of the pressure of some
individuals in the group, nevertheless, she wanted
to be able to go to “Ambu" and admitted as much in
the presence of the three members of her sub-group,
E., R., and C., all of whom completely rejected
moving to "Ambu."
25. No evidence.
Summary.- Program activity was geared to help A. to gain
a more profitable experience from her group life at Irvington
House. A. was one of the girls who had few problems of inter¬
personal relationship, that is, she had a good relationship
with all of the girls as well as with the worker.
Her problems stemmed from inner conflicts resulting from
her illness and circumstances related to her illness. Worker
attempted, through the use of program activity, to help A.
concentrate less on the length of time she had been in the
ward, by attempting to involve her in as many activities as
she expressed an interest in, by using these activities as a
means of expression, and of relieving anxieties connected with
illness.
Case No. 5 - B. - Puerto Rican - Age 16
iTitreduction.- B, was a very beautiful girl, tall and
thin in appearance who bore outward indications of the sever¬
ity of her heart condition. (Not only was she thin but very
pale with dry ashy skin and a slight protrusion over the heart
area.) B. was a terminal case, having made her first appear¬
ance at Irvington House when she was twelve years old.
B. was a very sensitive, realistic girl who was extremely
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preoccupied with her Illness, much of which she blamed herself
for, because she had not told her mother when she first began
to feel sick and developed Joint pains. B, saw little hope
of improvement for herself, and had seemingly adjusted herself
to the fact that she might never be able to live a normal
life; nevertheless, at points she was able to look to the fu¬
ture with some degree of optimism and hope that some day soon
research would discover a cure for hearts as severely damaged
as hers.
Excerpts from records, case B,-
1. Initial attitude
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...B. told worker that on other occasions, she had
pretended to have been more sick than was true, in
order to be sent back to the Irvington House. (This
girl was a terminal case, having been at Irvington
House, off and on, since she was twelve years old.)
This time, she was a bit unhappy when the doctor told
her that she would have to come back, not because she
hated to come back. She Just didn't want to be sick
again...Nevertheless, she was seemingly more content
after arriving.
2. Period of adjustment
Initial and subsequent
...B. had long adjusted to the Acute Ward since she
had been coming and going for four years....
3. Attitude toward separation from home
...B. realized the servereness of her illness and
was, therefore, not comfortable at home...She had
many associates here and felt at home at Irvington
House. Over and above this, she felt more hopeful
of life, of continued existence, while she remained
in the Acute Wan'd where she received daily medical
attention.
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4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
(Positive)
,.,"Miss M., Irvington House is really something,"
said B. "Did you know that they do so much more for
you here than at any other hospital. A, lot of girls
don't realize this but I do, since I have been in a
number of others"....
5. Attitude toward worker
(Positive)
...B, enjoyed a one-to-one relationship with worker.
Worker could teH when B, wanted to talk...she would
call worker to comb her hair. Or there were other
foiMBS of identification with worker, such as, "Tell
me about your homo, Florida, family, when are you
getting married," etc,
6. Attitude toward program activity
Initial and subsequent
...B, only engaged in cooking activities. B. sug¬
gested having a "Spanish dinner" which she took the
initiative to plan for...Even though B. was not able
to prepare to a great extent, she, nevertheless,
supervised the cooking.
...B. seemingly did not have enough ego strength or
capactity to allow herself to become Involved in ac¬
tivities that had no immediate interest to her.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Individual discussions centered around the illness
itself or religion, or worker, seemed to have been
most helpful to B. B. was deeply concerned with her
illness, and was seeking support and reassurance re¬
garding her health from worker. Worker attempted, on
many occasions, to help B. to realize that research
has made great strides, and is still making progress
in the area of heart diseases, therefore, giving her
some hope that future research will provide better
medication. Worker also brought in recent research
reports of progress being made in heart medications.
8. Activities that raised problems
,..Any activity that lent Itself to an over amount of
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physical exertion raised problems of medical manage¬
ment with this child. On several occasions, when B.
felt better, she was discovered to have been "walking
around too much"; therefore, evidence of such was
discovered by medical and nursing staff, then related
to program worker.
9> Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
...Since B. enjoyed cooking, worker structured at
least two cook-outs a month. B. enjoyed planning the
menus and preparing each item as salads,cakes, etc.,
which could be done either at her bed or some place
in the ward that met with medical limitations.
10. No evidence.
11. Attitude regarding health
a. Fear b. frustrations c. guilt feelings
...B. realized the seriousness of her heart disease.
After B, had developed the type of relationship with
worker in which she felt she could expose confiden¬
tialities, she commented to worker that she often took
peeks at her chart which was kept at the nurses' desk
...B. said that she was curious about her heart...B.
also had a very serious heart attack during the time
this worker was there. B. was reported to have medi¬
cally stopped breathing for a number of minutes.. .,B.
was aware of this, and grew increasingly fearful of
losing her life.
...B. also had guilt feelings regarding her condition.
B. told worker that perhaps her heart wouldn't be so
bad now if she hadn't kept her mother from knowing
that she was ill. She told worker how she had hidden
her swollen ankle joints by wearing thick socks for
one year before she finally collapsed.
12. Patterns of social interaction
...B. was too preoccupied with her illness to become
Involved in any sub-group throughout her stay in the
Acute Ward; she interacted with all of the girls, but
never chose to be identified with any one group. She
also engaged in few activities with the group which
would have brou^t about closer relationships, more
interaction. She worked very well with the group
during cooking activities, but was not discriminating
when it came to groups or individuals.
...B. had several Puerto filcan friends in the "Ambu"
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ward who were here before when B, first came to Irving¬
ton House, who came to visit her very often.
13• No. evidence.
14. Attitude regarding other children
a. Identification with other sick children
...B. was very acceptive of little L., who was very
sick and having problems of adjustment. B, often of¬
fered to braid her hair, or on occasions, they said
the "Hosary" together at night.
15. Attitude toward newcomers
a. acceptance
...B. was very kind to all of the children, especially
the younger ones who came into the ward.
16. Attitude regarding staff members
a. Nurses
...B. liked all of the nurses (as well as her doctor).
Often when she felt well enough, she would go out to
the nurses' desk to talk.
17. No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and interest of the child?
.,.Program as planned for B. which included cooking,
seemed to have met with her personal interest, that
is, she enjoyed cooking and did quite a bit of cooking
at home prior to illness. It also served to provide
her a type of activity that would give her a more
homelike feeling here at Ii^ington House, B, would
occasionally write articles for the newspaper which
she enjoyed very much.
19. through 21. No evidence.
22. Attitude regarding other ethnic groups
...The group was including "Jocko" a teenage rock and
roll program that came on television daily. B, asked
worker which program did she like best. Jocko or
American Band Stand. Worker realized that the group
preferred American Band Stand, said that she liked them
both, B, said that she liked "Jocko" because more
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children of different (races) appeared on "Jocko" than
on American Band Stand* Until this time, worker had
never noticed that B. had any feelings regarding other
ethnic groups.
23. through 25. No evidence.
Summary.- During worker's stay at Irvington House, she
attempted to give B. as much psychological support as was pos¬
sible and realistic under the circumstances of her Illness.
The various discussions held with B. regarding her illness gave
the worker an opportunity to support B. by informing her of
the benefits of recent medical research reports, articles on
certain successful heart surgery, etc. These discussions al¬
so helped. Inasmuch as B. was able to ventilate her pent up
feelings of fear and insecurity to someone close to her.
Even with this amount of support and reassurance, B. was
never able to feel completely hopeful for she was one of the
most severe cases in the hospital and was constantly in and
out of heart failure. The weakness of her ego capacity would
not allow her to go out from herself and her problems, enough
to engage more fully in program activity. Also, she was
physically and mentally limited as far as the amount of ac¬
tivity she could take.
Cooking was excellent in terms of developing social inter¬
action.
Case No. 6 - L. - Pollsh-Amerlcan - Age 6
Introduction.- L. was a very frail looking child with
long blond hair that hung in a pony tall. She was from a mid¬
dle class family, well groomed in appearance, very intelligent
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and quite sophisticated for her age. L. spoke English beauti¬
fully and had fluent command of the Polish language. Her re¬
ligious faith was strongly felt In her family as evidenced by
the fact that L. attended a Polish parochial school as well as
church, and Invariably repeated her prayers In English and
then Polish.
L. came to Irvington House completely unaware of what
this sudden change In environment meant. Shekiew nothing of
the disease, nor what she was being brought here for; there¬
fore, she seemed to have been Iti a daze, wondering what was to*
happen to her. This was also her first experience away from
home. Had L's parents prepared her for the change, giving her
some basis for feeling that this was the best thing for her,
the situation might not have been as traumatic. Unfortun¬
ately, the parents had Just recently, prior to L’s entering
Irvington House, learned that she had some heart Involvement,
and It was not until after L. had entered the Acute Ward that
her parents learned that their little girl was suspected to
have congenital heart disease.
The shock of learning this did nothing toward helping
L. to make an adjustment to the reality of the disease or the
hospital setting, for the parents were much too upset and per¬
sonally Involved.
Excerpts from records, case L.-
1. Initial attitude
a. Hostile (negative)
...L. was brought in by her caseworker. She was a
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very frail looking, well dressed child who looked ex¬
tremely frightened, L. was greeted by the worker who
took her Into the ward and introduced her to the three
girls In the ward, each of whom said hello to L. L.
responded with a hello. It was approximately 4:25
and time for the girls to eat. The nurse asked If she
cared to eat. She said, "Yes." She ate a small por¬
tion of her food, and then went with the nurse to put
her bed clothes on. She was very quiet the remainder
of the evening. At bed time, L. asked worker to hear
her prayers. It was at this time that L. expressed
her fear, hurt, etc. She said, "Dear God, I don't
know what I have done to deserve this, but if you
please help me to get well so I can go home. I'll be
good
2. Period of adjustment
(Initial)
«..Worker did not realize just how much of an adjust¬
ment L. had made, until one day when L. had left the
hospital she had her mother to call the Acute Ward and
relate how much she missed the program workers, nurses
and children. Her mother said that she had become so
accustomed to hospital routines that she Insisted on
carrying them through even after she went home.
3. Attitude toward separation firom home
a. Child clings tenaciously to home environment
...L. was from a very closely knit family, very re¬
ligious, L. had also never been away from home and
due to the fact that her parents were unaware of L's
heart condition, they had not prepared L. for a hos¬
pital experience, which would have given her security
and insight regarding separation from home, assurance
of continued love and affection, etc.
4. No evidence.
5. Attitude toward worker
b. Eager to adjust (positive)
...even though L, resented having to be away from home,
she, nevertheless, was very acceptive of worker and saw
her as being the adult figure who took over some of her
mother's duties. Each nl^t before L, would go to sleep,
she would wait for worker to come and listen to her
prayers and tuck her In bed....
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6. Attitude toward program activity
b. Eager (initial and subsequent)
...L. was fascinated by the arts and crafts' shop*
Each day she would ask to do a different type of ac¬
tivity,
...During the Christmas holiday period, worker anir
nounced the date when the tree would be trimmed. L,
yelled out, "Will you let me help?" Worker said, "Why
of course, everyone will help to trim our tree." L's
eyes beamed as she said that this would be her first
"tree trimming" experience.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Arts and crafts, cooking and sewing seemed to have
had the most therapeutic value to this child...she en¬
gaged in many new experiences in activities which
seemed to have released the tension of frustrations,
fear and deprivation regarding her illness and being
away from home.
8. No, evidence,
9. Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
...At the time L, was in the ward, there were two ad¬
ditional girls, each of whom had high Intellectual
capactlty. These three children. Including L. enjoyed
reading books, storytelling, etc. Therefore, worker
structured several "story time programs" in order to
arouse their intellectual curoslty and in order to
provide an opportunity for them to drift Into a world
of fantasy, to escape their troubled world, worker
told the story of "The Red Balloon." This is a French
story of a little boy, approximately the same age as
these children, who lived in a fantasy world with an
only friend, a balloon...L's questions were very in¬
teresting as she sympathized with the little boy...
Worker thought this story was very good for L. as
well as the others for it allowed them an opportunity
to sympathize with someone else beside themselves,
who seemed to have had a great problem.10,Worker's use of self
a. Initial and b. subsequent periods
...Because L. was very Interested in program activity
and had had limited experience in activity, worker
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attempted to help her engage in some new and Inter¬
esting experience each day. One of her incentives for
making different projects was "to show mother and
father what I made." In providing L. with new and
interesting experiences, L. was helped to adjust to
her new surroundings.
11. Attitude regarding health
a. Fear 6. frustrations o. guilt feelings
...Not having been aware of L's heart condition be¬
fore now, it was a big blow to the parents who had
failed to Interpret to the child what rheumatic fever
meant. L. must have realized the fact that what ever
she had was serious for she had been ill before but
never had she been sent to a hospital to stay for an
indefinite period. Being a very religious child, she
wondered, as shown in her prayers, "if there was some¬
thing she had done."...
12. through 15. No evidence.
16. Attitude regarding staff members
...L. had a very positive attitude toward all adults
who came in contact with her. She was very grateful
for their kindnesses as she restated in her dally
prayers which always included blessings for the
nurses, doctors, program workers, her caseworkers
and all of the other people at Irvington House who
were kind to her.
17. No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and interest of the child?
...An outlet for expression through creative painting,
clay modeling, sewing, etc., all of which L. loved to
do. Activities served as a means for releasing ten¬
sions regarding being away from home and her health.
19. through 25. No evidence.
Summary.- Program activity played a dynamic part in
helping L. make a minimum adjustment to what was a new exper¬
ience for her. It afforded her an opportunity to participate
in activities that she enjoyed, and had not formerly engaged
in; it provided an outlet for expression. Involvement, and
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social Interaction.
L. enjoyed the many new friends that she made, and be¬
came adjusted to group life, medical regimen and routines, to
the extent that she insisted on continuing many of these upon
her return to her home.
Case No. 7 - S. - Caucasian - Age 13
Introduction.- S. was a tall attractive girl of high in¬
telligence, who lived with her father and a younger sister,
whom S. took care of in the home (mother was deceased). S.
was a terminal case. S. had severe heart damage, and had come
back this time mainly because the medical staff felt that she
needed a rest from household chores, S. spent the greater
portion of her time reading.
Excerpts from records, case S.-
1. Initial attitude
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...S. came in a very sick girl...Part of S’s Illness
was due to being physically run down and over-worked
at home. Therefore, S. seemed to have been relieved
at being back in the ward,
2. Period of adjustment
(Subsequent)
...S, felt more comfortable here at Irvington House
where she did not have to care for her six year old
sister. Therefore, S. made an immediate adjustment
to new faces among children and staff. She was famil¬
iar with and well-adjusted to all other aspects of
life at Irvington House and the Acute Ward.
3. Attitude toward separation from home
e. Child seems happy to be away from home environ¬
ment.
5^
...S, seemed to have been pleased to be away from
home where she was responsible for wifely as well as
motherly chores.
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...S. often commented about how much good Irvington
House does for children...S. told worker of all of the
gifts of clothing, etc. Irvington House had given
her through the year...S. said that she looked at
Irvington House as her second home.
5. Attitude toward worker
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...One day worker walked into the ward. S. called
worker over to C's bed where both of the girls were
seated...worker sensed that they wanted to talk...
They started off by asking worker about her engagement
and approaching marriage...during the course of the
conversation, S. said, "You know Miss M., it is good
to have someone around to talk to, someone who under¬
stands us; not that we think we are as old as you or
know as much, but S. and I are growing up and a lot
of questions come into our minds. Worker said that
she was happy to know that they felt close enough to
want to talk with her about things that were so close
to them....
6. Attitude toward program activity
...S. was not expected to participate in program ac¬
tivity unless she chose. S. usually read books or
used her typewriter at her bed. On some occasions,
when the group was engaging in something of interest
to her, such as cooking, she would Join the group.
However, she usually took her activities in "Ambu" or
down stairs in the boys' convalescence dormitory.
7. Not applicable to this case.
8. Not applicable to this case.
9. Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
...Since S. enjoyed reading, worker recommended
several books to S. to read. S. enjoyed reading
them and discussing interpretation with worker....
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10, Not applicable to this case.
11, Attitude regarding health
b. Hopeful (positive)
...S. called worker to show her a recent article on
heart research, S, related to the worker her Interest
In heart research due to the fact that she had been
told of a surgical procedure that might heal her. S.
seemed very enthusiastic and hopeful...S, commented
that she was aware of the tremendous strides made
since she had been coming to Irvington House; such as
shorter lengths of time In the Acute Ward and In the
hospital, prophylaxis, etc....
12, Patterns of social interaction
...S, and C. formed a sub-group mainly because of age,
interest and the fact that they had known each other
as far back as when they first met at Irvington House.
They were also the oldest and only seniors in the ward
for quite some time.
13* Not applicable to this case.
14. Attitude regaivilng other children
a. Identification with C, who was In her own age
bracket.
...When L. C. got ready to leave Irvington House to go
another hospital for another ailment, S. was very busy
combing L, C.'s hair, helping her to pack, etc...after
C. left, S. was very depressed as she began to feel
her own Illness through C,
15. Not applicable to this case.
16. Not applicable to this case.
17• through 23. No evidence,
24, Not applicable to this case,
25. Differences In child's attitude toward this worker and the
attitude expressed toward other program workers
b. More positive
,..S, enjoyed having someone around whom she could
Identify In the role of a "big sister." S. talked
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with worker regarding pregnancy, her boyfriends, good
books, religion, etc...Wherein she had inability to do
this with other workers.
Summary.- For the first month after S, arrived she stayed
on her bed and gave the appearance of being extremely tired.
Worker later discovered that even though S. was medically able
to leave her bed, she refused for she felt that If she appeared
to have been well, she might have been discharged from the hos¬
pital. This attitude was brough up and discussed In Integra¬
tion meeting and It was decided that due to the prevailing
circumstances at home. It was probably best for S. to remain at
Irvington House Indefinitely; therefore, she could be assured
of staying on Indefinitely. It was felt, however, that S,
should not sit Idle without having some specific obligations
since Irvington House does not approve of encouraging Inval¬
idism In the patients. The program staff was urged to find
out S*s Interest with the hope that she might be given some
chore around the hospital within her medical limitations.
Worker discovered that S, was Interested In a group of younger
children In the Institution, and wanted to spend some time
with this group. Worker encouraged this until it proved too
strenuous for S's physical capacity. When worker left, S,
was anticipating enrolling in a class for prospective switch¬
board operators which would be something that she could pos¬
sibly use In the future.
Worker and S, had many discussions regarding recent
novels which both had read. This aided In deepening the re¬
lationship between worker and S.
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Case No. 8 - M. - Negro - Age 7
Introduction.- M. was a rather chubby attractive child
who had a round face and slightly slanted eyes. This was her
first attack, and she had received a great amount of medica¬
tion in the referring hospital; therefore, she was not In the
ward for over a period of two or three weeks, (this was an
extended period due to the lack of facilities and space for
her In the Ambulatory Ward at that time).
M. appeared to have been very frightened Initially which
was natural since children of this particular stage of devel-
opement find the problem of making adjustments to new situa¬
tions a difficult one. However, M's adjustment was a rapid
one in that she was immediately reassured of her mother's love,
acceptance and conceim for her as evidenced by her visits,
gifts, etc.
After her problems of adjustment were resolved. M.
developed a relationship with worker. She became extremely
dependent on worker, and found it difficult to control her
emotional expression as she transferred her feelings for her
mother, and her dependency needs to the worker.
Excerpts from records, case M.-
1. Initial attitude
c. Ambivalent, more positive (positive)
than negative
...M. came in a very shy, quiet girl who spoke very
little for the first five days she was here. She
appeared to have been frightened but did not cry.
Her fear was observed through her tone and pitch of
voice very low and inarticulate. On phone call night
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(children call their parents once each week), she
called home and spoke with her mother. After this
she was very happy,
2, Period of adjustment
a. Reason why adjustment took (initial)
place
..,The following Sunday night after M, had arrived,
her mother came to visit her and brough her a new
doll and other gifts, (Worker observed that some
children are frightened at the insecurity of being
away from home and parental love and care; therefore,
when the parents came to visit them, bringing them
gifts, etc,, they were reassured of the parents’ love
and affection,) This was especially true in M's case.
(Subsequent)
,,,After this M, began to open up; she talked more
both to worker and to the children on the ward,
especially P,, her next bed neighbor,
3, Attitude toward sepaxestlon from home
c. Frustrations regarding insecurity of being away
from home
,,,K, developed a very good relationship with worker
but exemplified extreme dependency needs. She clung
to the workers, nurses, or often insisted on sitting
in worker's lap,,, Sometimes she simply called worker's
name over and over when she did not appear to want
any thing except attention,
4, No evidence,
5, Attitude toward worker
a. Acceptive (positive)
,,,M, identified worker as a mother figure in her
need for love, attention and acceptance as indicated
by her constant clinging to worker, M, also took on
other affectations such as a "baby-like" quality
about her voice when speaking to worker,
6, Attitude toward program activity
a. Positive - acceptive (both initially
and subsequently)
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...M. loved to go into the work shop, but found It
difficult to complete a project which may have been
as a result of poor eyesight which worker later
learned. Nevertheless, M. enjoyed being in the shop




9. Programs to meet the needs and Interest of each child
,,,After learning of M*s poor eyesight, worker discon¬
tinued trying to get her to complete a project,
especially if the project were too taxing on the eyes.
Worker attempted to help her to select activities
that were less taxing on the eyes such as clay, fin¬




12, Pattei*ns of social Interaction
...Although P. and M. formed a sub-group as a result
of age slmillaritles, interests, and the fact that
their beds were next to each other, M. was also a
member of another sub-group, consisting of two senior
girls and two juniors with whom M. related, M. was
really a scapegoat for the older girls, particularly
E., who was leader of the group....
13* through l6. No evidence.
17. Not applicable in this case.
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
...Some needs were met but on a limited basis since
M. had such poor eyesight. M, at least got to inter¬
act with all of the girls with whom she worked as
she went from one to another looking at their work.
19. through 25. No evidence.
Summary.- M. was not in the ward long enough for an
extended use of program activity, and there were other prob¬
lems such as her eyesight which limited the amount of
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activity that she was able to engage in. Nevertheless,
worker attempted to be aware of M's deeper needs as she
struggled for love, acceptance, and approval from the adult
figure closely associated with her in her present environ¬
ment, Worker attempted to comply with her need for physical
contact, that is, embraces, and other outward expressions of
affection insofar 48 it did not Interfere with relationship
with other members of the group. Worker did not become
anxious over the fact that M. was physically unable to en¬
gage in many activities, for worker felt that support, atten¬
tion, and affection meant more to the girl than activities.
Case No. 9 - P. - Puerto Rican - Age 7
Introduction.- P. was a very beautiful, fragile looking
girl who wore long braids that hung down her back. P. was
very frightened upon entering the ward, and cried off-and-on
for a week, after arriving.
P, was one of those cases in which the worker through
empathy seemed to realize immediately what effect this hos¬
pital experience would have on her; the shock of separation
from home, mother, etc., meant that P. would never make a
complete adjustment to life on the Acute Ward where she was
thrown into a situation of group life with people with whom
she did not necessarily want to relate. Worker felt that
this was one reason why P, enjoyed working alone rather than
with a group of children. There were times, however, when
she did want and expressed a need to relate to other children,
but for the most part, she enjoyed working alone. Worker's
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goal was to assist P* to make a minimum adjustment to life
on the Acute Ward by helping her to engage In satisfying and
appealing activities. Worker did attempt to help P. to de¬
velop socially, through Interaction In group activities,
hoping that she would gain from a relationship with her
peers. P. developed one such relationship, (with her next-
bed nel^bor) which seemed to have Increased her enjoyment
of life In the Acute Ward.
Excerpts from records, case P.-
1. Initial attitude
b. Ambivalent (negative)
...P. came In with her social caseworker. She was
a very shy girl, thin and extremely Unhappy about
having to come here. She cried for about thirty
minutes after the social worker left the ward.
Worker took her Into the workshop to show her
around. P. was fascinated by all of the models on
display. P. did not cry any more that day, nor the
day after.
2. Period of adjustment
(Initial)
...Worker explained to P. that the shop was for her
use any time she chose to come In during activity
hour. P. saw a cloth giraffe that she wanted to
make. Worker gave her the material, P. began to
work on the giraffe, and continued to work on It
until time to go to bed. Worker told her to keep the
giraffe with her, and perhaps work on It the next day.
This made P. very happy.
b. Reasons why adjustment did not (subsequent)
take place.
...Even though P. enjoyed activities...she did not
ever made a complete adjustment while in the Acute
Ward, She always seemed very unhappy when It was
time to call home, or when her mother came to visit
her. After this P. would cry throughout the re¬
mainder of the day.
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3. Attitude toward separation from home
a. Child clings tenaciously to home environment,
...P. also seemed to be hostile toward parent (mother)
because of changes in environment, and appeared to
attempt to hurt her mother as often as possible.
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
b. Ambivalent (negative)
(P, had been referred from a city hospital where she
had been permitted to make home visits from time to
tlme.)...P, was very unhappy about having to come to
Irvington House.
5. Attitude toward worker
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...As a result of working closely with P. in the
shop. Worker developed a good relationship with the
girl, (P, worked primarily alone. On occasions she
would call worker over to appraise her work.)
6. Attitude toward program activity
(positive)
...initially and subsequently P. enjoyed program activity.
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Arts and crafts seem to fascinate this child.
They seem to provide an escape for her. She usually
worked alone and seemed to get a great deal out of
painting.
8. No evidence.
9. Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
...Because P. was seemingly having such a time
adjusting to her new situation, worker felt that to
have her engage in the type of activity that she
seemed to have enjoyed most would serve as a means
of helping her to forget "home" for a while. There¬
fore, during the three weeks that P. was in the ward,
she worked on finger painting, clay modeling, wood
work, etc. P. also enjoyed such games as "pick-up-
sticks," monopoly, bingo and jacks.
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10. Worker's use of self
...Worker felt that here was an adjustment problem
which had to be handled in order for P. to get some
satisfaction out of her group experience here at
Irvington House. P. was to be In the Acute Ward for
a shorter petlod of time than most of the children;
therefore, worker attempted to prepare P. to move to
the Ambulatory Ward. Worker took P. down to the
"Ambu" on several occasions In order to Introduce
her to some of the children and to the workers.
11. No evidence.
12. Patterns of social Interaction
...Even though P. was a bit unhappy In the beginning,
she, nevertheless, made an Immediate adjustment with
regard to her relationship with the other girls pres¬
ently In the ward. She Immediately became friendly
with E. and B. with whom she related very well; how¬
ever, she was never a member of the sub-group that
Included the two girls.
13• through !?• No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
..."I like to paint" was a comment made by P. the
first day she went Into the shop and saw paintings
on the wall. Worker used this expressed interest
for P. needed an outlet for expression, a means of
channeling some of her frustrations regarding being
here. Worker also exploited other related areas that
afforded an opportunity for creative expression such
as moving from water painting to finger painting. P.
seemed to have gotten a great deal out of mixing
colors as well as drawing designs.
19• No evidence.
20. Attitude regarding various medical color card statuses
...P. had some Idea of what being on yellow card
status meant, as she gathered from the other child¬
ren. Therefore, she was very happy when her doctor
put her on yellow card despite the fact that one
group of girls In the ward was rejecting "Ambu" and
attempting to influence all of the others. P. seemed
to have realized that this meant a step closer to
home.
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21, through 23. No evidence,
24, Attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
a. Enthusiastic (positive)
..,P. realized that moving to "Ambu" meant a step
closer to home,
25, No evidence.
Summary," P, was in the Acute Ward about four weeks
(and this was an extended length of time because of the lack
of facilities in "Ambu" at the time). Some of P's goals were
met while in the Acute Ward. She gained Joy and contentment
in being able to engage in many activities that she chose.
Even though P, was somewhat of an Introvert, she did
extend her relationships to Include M, The two of them were
the same age, had common interests, etc. They heid a very
good relationship. P. was brought into closer contact and
interaction with other members of the group, through her par¬
ticipation in certain group activities which brought P. more
toward the center of the group.
Case No. 10 - K. - Jewish - Age 11
Introduction.- K, came into the ward a very attractive
adult-like girl whose speech and selection of words were as
sophisticated as a fifteen year old girl,
K. had formerly lived in Greece, and had recently moved
to the United States. Her parents had been separated since
she had moved here, (K. had been here no longer than a year.)
K. now lives with her mother and grandmother. It appears
that K. had been closely related to adults most of her life
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and that her contact with children of her ovrn age was very
limited. She had the sensitivity and attitudes of an adult.
She spoke in a soft, forceful, yet feminine tone of voice.
Her conversation often centered around aesthetic subjects
such as the sunset colors, attractive clothes, etc., or she
often talked about marriage, love, having babies, etc., in
relation to herself. She once told worker that she had her
first boy friend when she was six years old. Religion was
also a frequent topic. These were important symbols of K's
which showed where she placed her values and which were un¬
usual for a child of her age. Her interests were far from
the level of speech and comprehension of her peers.
K. was diagnosed as not having even had rheumatic
fever; therefore, her stay in the Acute Ward was no longer
than two weeks.
Excerpts from records^ case K.-
1. Initial attitude
a. Real!Stic and acceptive (positive)
...K. was accustomed to hospital settings...she
found this one especially interesting since she
was among her peers, was able to go to school,
take religious instructions, all of which were
very Important to this girl. Therefore, K. had
a very positive attitude regarding the Acute Ward
and Irvington House.
2. Period of adjustment
(Initial)
...took place immediately since there were so many things
about Irvington House that she liked, as over some of her
other hospital experiences.
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3* Attitude toward separation from home
(The child seemed to have had a realistic attitude
toward separation from home,}
4. Attitude regarding Irvington Housea.Realistic and acceptive (positive)
(See No. 1.)
5. Attitude toward worker
b. Eager to adjust (positive)
...this was a very adult-llke girl...from the social
service report, K, has been around adults predominantly;
she therefore, related well with adults. Consequently,
It was very important to develop a positive relation¬
ship with the program worker since she seemed to have
felt more comfortable with adults. E. immediately moved
toward developing a good relationship with worker.
6. Attitude toward program activity
c. Indifferent (negative) (initial)
...the first day K. came, some of the girls were making
doll clothes. Worker asked K. if she wanted to make
clothes for her doll. K. replied, "That's too child¬
like"!! K. engaged in very few of the activities that
the group did. She did on occasions, like to paint.
K. liked to read books and watch TV. Worker brought books
In from the hospital library which pleased K. very much.
K. also liked the company of the boys, and spent quite




9. Programs to meet the needs and Interest of each child
...Because K. enjoyed the boys' company, worker
structured a party in which both boys' and girls'
Acute Ward participated in the planning and par¬
ticipation. . .this was the first group activity that
K. seemed to have enjoyed a great deal.
...K. enjoyed writing articles for the newspaper
most of which were on love and advice to lovers...
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K, often spoke of getting married and how many child¬
ren she was going to have.
10. No evidence.
11. Attitude regarding health
...The medical staff was never sure whether K. had
rheumatic fever. (She was treated as though she did
not have rheumatic fever.)
12. Patterns of social interaction
...K. was an isolate as regarded by all of the
girls...K. was too adult-like to have been accepted
in this group...K. rejected her own peers, with the
exception of the boys her agfe.
13. through 1?. No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and Interest of the child?
...K. was not accustomed to the type of activities
that these girls engaged in. She was not Interested
in any activity unless it was an adult activity...K.
engaged in a game of bingo but did not seem to have
been too interested in it....
19* Expressed or unexpressed needs and interest observed by
worker
.,.K. had an expressed need to be accepted in this
group. Worker realized that in order for K, to gain
(positively) from this group experience, she would
have to learn to relate more to her peers.
...K. subsequently gained a small degree of status
in the ward through her expressed and uninhibited
interest in boys. This was one area (andan impor¬
tant one), in which she had something in common with
E. and B. who were the older girls in the ward and
the leaders.
20. through 23. No evidence.
24. Attitude towai*d moving to Ambulatory Ward
b. Reluctance
...After K. had gained a anall degree of status in
the ward (resulting from her interest in boys), and
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because she had a "steady boy friend" In the boys'
Acute Ward, she was reluctant to go to "A[Dbu"...K,
spoke to her mother regarding not wanting to go to
"Ambu". Her mother asked worker If It were possible
for K. to stay In the Acute Ward since she liked
It...worker assured her that this was not left up
to program worker....
25• No evidence.
Summary.- Due to the short length of time that K, spent
In the ward, activity served only In a very limited sense, to
help K. with her problem of gaining acceptance from her peers.
K. openly refused to participate In any group activity
because she felt that the activities that these girls en¬
gaged in were much too Infantile for her. This brought about
open hostility toward her. She also declared herself apart
from the group (unconsciously) through her refusal to eat
certain foods as set up by her religious restrictions. At
no point did K. and her peers meet.
She did, however, gain a small degree of acceptance from
the older girls In the ward through a common Interest In
boys.
Case No. 11 - E. - Negro - Age 8
IntroductIon.- E. was a very attractive girl whose
face was piiff^ and moon-llke from medications. She had a
very arrogant, self sufficient air of Independence about her
that was rather unusual for a child of her age.
She had had a serious attack of rheumatic fever, and
had a rather realistic attitude regarding her health and
medical arrangements. However, worker felt that she was very
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hostile but chose TBechanlsms of sublimation of her hostility
by actively entertaining herself with books, etc. She was
rather cordial to worker, but very direct and to the point
with her responses. She exhibited this same attitude toward
children.
E. was one of the few girls to enter the ward during the
period when the Puerto Blcan sub-groups were present and not
appear concerned with their efforts to block communication
and Interaction from other groups. Worker felt that E. was
preoccupied with her own problems and Interests.
Excerpts from records, case B.-
1. Initial attitude
b. Withdrawn (positive)
...E, entered the Acute Ward...a rather withdrawn
child who seemed preoccupied with her books, dolls,
etc., which her parents had supplied her with upon
entering. It appeared that she may have been sub¬
limating her feelings regarding Illness, separation
from home, etc., by keeping herself busy. E. was
Intellectually a superior child.
2. Period of adjustment
(Initial)
...adjustment took place because she had a rather realis¬
tic attitude regarding her illness; therefore, she came
prepared to make an adjustment to her new surroundings.
(Subsequent)
...Complete adjustment never took place with E. for
she was not accustomed to group life, and particu¬
larly this type of group with Its wide range of ages,
nationality groups, somewhat low Intellectual stim¬
uli.
3. Attitude toward separation from home
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,.,E, was very sad each Sunday after her family
left...E. longed for the time when she would be
going home.
No evidence.
5. Attitude toward worker
a. Realistic and acceptive (positive)
...Although E. was never outwardly expressive of
her feelings for worker nor was she as dependent
as many of the group members, she, nevertheless,
was fond of worker. She often spoke of worker In
a positive way to her pso’ents who related this to
worker.
6. Attitude toward program activity
a. Acceptive (Initial and
subsequent)
...E. enjoyed working In the Arts and crafts' shop.
She also enjoyed story telling, and took an active
part In story telling...E. also enjoyed Charades
(a pantomlne game), E. played monopoly very well....
7. Activities of therapeutic value
...Any activity that lent itself to Intellectual
situation was enjoyed by E. E, enjoyed playing
monopoly with worker....
...Worker felt that when she was able to provide E.
with an activity that she felt interesting and chal>
lenglng, it afforded E. less time to become preoc¬
cupied with her Illness and the fact that she was
being left behind In school which was very Important
to this child.
8. Activities that raised problems
...Worker Introduced a card game to the group called
"pounce" which called for more physical activity
than was medically advised for E. as well as some
of the others...worker had attempted to modify the
game to meet the medical limitations of these child¬
ren, but It happened that the game aroused too much
excitement and over activity; therefore, worker had
to discontinue this game until the medical status of
the group changed.
719.Programs to meet the needs and interest of each child
(Already described in Item ?.)
10. Worker's use of self
a. Initial period
...Worker would attempt to Involve E. in activities
that the group was engaged ln...E. often went into
the work shop with the group, and seemed to have
enjoyed painting. Worker felt that in order to
help E. to become adjusted to living with this type
of group, worker would have to attempt to bring
about more Interaction between the group members
and E; this was not necessarily an easy task, since
E. would have to be engaged in activity in which
she would not always excel over her peers, thereby
allowing her to develop some feelings of prestige
for her group members.
11. Attitude regarding health
b. Frustrations
...Although E. never talked about what the disease
meant to her, she was, nevertheless, frustrated at
having to be taken out of school, away from home,
etc. This manifestation was also seen in the quick,
snappy way of speaking, the absence of a happy
facial expression....
12. Patterns of social interaction
...E. was in the ward during the time when there
existed several such groupings; one Puerto Rican
group which seemed to have been the dominant and
most forceful group...there also existed a predom¬
inantly Negro sub-grouping that Included Juniors
and seniors...E, was never a member of either or
any sub-group...she was an Individual...E. was the
only child of her age, etc....to come into the ward
and not be annoyed at the different ethnic groups
including language barriers that often caused hos¬
tile feelings among other group members. E, often
sat at the table during dinner time, with an all
Spanish speaking group, and seemingly was not an¬
noyed... In a sense E. was an isolate....
13. through 17* No evidence.
18. Does program meet the needs and interest of the child?
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(Described in Items 6* and ?•)
19. No evidence.
20. Attitude regarding various medical color card statuses
d. Yellow - Ambulatory status
...the day E. was put on a yellow card status, she met
worker at the door, beaming as she related her new sta¬
tus to worker..."Ambu" meant a step closer to home....
21. No evidence.
22. Attitude regarding other ethnic groups
(See also Item 12.)...E. was the only child to come
into the ward...and was seemingly not annoyed at
the different ethnic groups....
23. No evidence.
24. Attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
a. Enthusiastic (positive)
...this meant a step closer to home....
25. No evidence.
Summary,- During the time E, was in the ward, her re¬
lationship toward worker and children changed somewhat to
a more positive degree. E. was a child of superior intel¬
lect; therefore, she needed to be constantly stimulated,
challenged, and given outlets for Intellectual expression,
(this child had an IQ of 142). She had not been in and out
of school as had many of the children in the ward; therefore,
was not as academically retarded as some of the children. E.
found these girls dull and uninteresting in terms of pre¬
senting a challenge to her, as evidenced in her attempt to
play such games as monopoly with her peers. Her moves were
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much more mature and rational than her Immediate peers. As
a result, she gained prestige among them but the attitude
was not a reciprocal one for she realized how further ad¬
vanced she was than they. Then, too, some of her peers
recognized this and resented it.
The activity of story telling was one that afforded
complementary roles for both E, and her peers. On occasions,
E. was allowed to read a story to them, or to tell one which
they enjoyed very much. They were given the same opportunity
but because E. was the superior storyteller, they Invariably
expected E, to tell the story.
There were other activities that brought about inter¬
action between E. and her peer group, such as cooking, mo¬
nopoly, and arts and crafts, which helped E. to gain some
enjoyment from this group experience.
Case No. 12 - R. - Caueaslan - Age 11
Introduction.- R. entered the ward with a fat puffed
face caused by medication. She was a blond girl of high In¬
telligence and sophistication. She showed an amazing calm¬
ness about her that was obviously her way of subllmlnatlng
her negative feelings toward the disease, separation from
home, etc. R. gave the worker the Impression of a little
girl whose parents had lectured to her about the necessity
of going Into the hospital. In connection with her Illness,
and the fact that she had to adjust, (the be-a-big-glrl-
story), for this Is exactly what R. did. Initially. She
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stayed on her bed as directed by the doctor, leaving only at
the order of the nursing or medical staff, read books, and
was very quiet and cordial but abrupt to those who came In
contact with her, or attempted to approach her.
Excerpts from records, case R.-
1. Initial attitude
c. Ambivalent (positive)
...R. appeared to have had an unusual calm about
her. She reacted as If she had been told by a par¬
ent or close relative, that she must be a big girl
...she looked calm, but yet there was a questionable
appearance about her faclAl expression. When spoken
to, she would move forward answering whatever ques¬
tion was asked and then would go back to her reading.
R. read on the average of three books (novels for
children) a day.
2. Period of adjustment
(Subsequent)
...A week after R. entered the ward, G. came in.
G. was 11 years old, and Greek. G's bed was placed
next to R*s. After this, R. and G, became great
friends. R. discontinued her extensive reading and




5. Attitude toward worker
c. Withdrawn (negative)
...R. said very little to worker. Worker would ap¬
proach her bed each day and ask her if there was
anything that she wanted. R. said, "No thank you"
and went back to her book.
6. Attitude toward program activity
c. Ambivalent (positive) (Initial)
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...Worker and the girls were in the shop working.
R. was on her bed reading a book. Worker asked R.
If she wanted to do some needle work, etc., on her
bed, R, said no...Shortly after worker noticed that
R. had a needle and threaui In her hands; she was
making a doll dress. R. said that Miss C. had ln<-
sisted that she work on It..,,
7. Activities of therapeutic value
(Arts and crafts, cooking, sewing all seemed to
have been of value to R.)
8. Activities that raised problems
...On occasions when worker wheeled R, into the
shop for activities, she often became so Involved
with what she was doing coupled with the fact that
she did not feel 111, that It became difficult to
keep her from walking around (which at that point,
was not In keeping with her medical status).
9* Programs to meet the needs and Interest of each child
...Because this child apparently has been deprived
of many of the normal experiences of mother-daughter
relationships, she expressed a need and Interest In
engaging In activities that were directly related to
a house-llke situation. (She lived with her father
who was presently not In the home for business rea¬
sons .)
10. Worker’s use of self
a. Initial period
...R. was Initially not acceptive of worker’s at¬
tempt to help her adjust to her new situation...R.
conveyed to worker the Idea that she had already
adjusted herself to her new surroundings, and was
perfectly content to read and nothing more.
11. No evidence.
12. Patterns of social Interaction
...In the beginning R. would not relate to the other
children In the ward...she cut off all channels of
communication by reading constantly. However, subse¬
quent to her Initial period and after G. arrived, she
began to Interact with the group as a result of her
attraction and Interest In G, who was friendly and
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acceptive of all of the others In the ward,
13. through 16, No evidence*
17. Leadership ability or potential
...R. realized that she was the stronger in person¬
ality structure, intelligence, ego than G., her best
friend and often used this to her own advantage,
that is, R. would tell G, what to order from the
store; R, would make the suggestions for program...
or rejected G's suggestions unless they were some¬
thing she wished to do....
18. Does program meet the needs and interest of the child?
...Program activity met R's need to develop a rela¬
tionship with the girls in the ward...Even though
G. is R's closest associate, the two enjoyed working
together with the members of the group on some major
group project such as the art exhibition...,
,..R, enjoyed making cakes, and this activity gave
her an opportunity to work closely with C, and L.,
both of whom were also in the ward during this time.
19. No evidence.
20. Attitude regarding various medical color card statuses
,.,R, was very happy today for she had been put on
green card status,..which meant that she could at
least, walk around, legitimately.
21. through 25. No evidence.
Summary.- Feeling certain that R's apparent calmness was
nothing more than a front, hiding her true feelings of hostil¬
ity and anxiety, worker attempted, initially, to use her re¬
lationship in an effort to bring R. into the group, which
proved futile. Worker attempted to build a relationship with
R, by giving her special attention, compliments of a personal
nature, etc. Worker also discovered that R, enjoyed reading
teen-age mystery stories. Worker brought in new books each
day for R., but this did not help, to a great degree^ toward
the development of a good relationship with R. She was not
truly Interested in reading to the extent that she seemed*
It was merely a defense mechanism; therefore, worker's at¬
tempt to keep her supplied with books did not impress R.
It was not until G. entered the ward with her vivacious
and captivating personality that R. began to relate more to
worker and to others in the ward as a result of G's accep¬
tance and love of people.
After this R. became eager to participate In program
activity, and spent less time reading.
R. was Blow to accept worker; however, after she did,
she began to over-Identify with worker as she viewed worker
as a mother figure. She became overtly and comfortably
attached to worker.
When worker announced that she would be leaving the
agency very soon, R, called her over to her bed and said
that she had something special for the worker. R. had
clipped a curl of her hair off and had put It In a small
envelop for worker. This symbolized her feelings for worker





The most significant factor associated with physically
111 children Is the psychic trauma of Illness, and the accom¬
panying medical and social adjustments that must ultimately be
made.
It is not too much to say that to the child with rheu¬
matic fever, the fact that he has heart disease means that his
life Is disrupted In every sphere, emotionally, psychologi¬
cally and socially. The fact that he Is 111, that he has an
Illness which can be attributed to a cause whether it be a
streptococcal Infection, a congenital malformation, or the
aftermath of another Illness, Initially has no validity and no
meaning: the child cannot understand an abstract causation of
Illness. For the child the cause of an Illness may Involve
several factors: the failure of the powerful parents In their
ability or desire to protect him, the failure of God to pro¬
tect and keep him healthy, etc. If we can understand these
feelings on the part of the child, much of his behavior, which
seems mysterious, becomes understandable.
In each case presented in the former chapter, the dynamic
psychological and emotional effect of the Illness was seen In
various forms of behavior: in the child's attempt to handle
his feelings regarding Illness, separation from home, medical
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regimen, etc* Program activity was very useful in helping
these children make the necessary adjustments to their illness
and the accompanying medical arrangements.
Program, as seen in this setting, was everything that the
group did to satisfy their interests or to facilitate improve¬
ment in health; whether medically advised or socially planned
throughout twenty-four hours a day.
There were these specific periods in which program ac¬
tivity was utilized: (a) during leisure time, (b) routines
(in keeping with medical management), and (c) spontaneous ac¬
tivity. Program was conceived as the entire range of activ¬
ities, relationships, Interactions and experiences - planned
and carried out, or not planned and spontaneous. With the
help of the worker program could meet the needs of the individ¬
ual and the group.
Any discussion of program in social group work must take
into account such items as content-area, media, and methods
of conducting it. Therefore, the worker has looked at program
content as a segment of life experiences which had general
meaning for the individuals at their particular point of de¬
velopment. Program media refers to the specific means used
by group members to plan and experience program in the area
chosen. The researcher, in the role of the worker, attempted
to help the group members to discover and to use their own re¬
sources and those of the agency. In this way the worker was
able to discover needs and Interests.
On the basis of the discovery of needs and Interests,
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the worker used certain principles and techniques to serve as
"guides” toward promoting individual adjustment through the
group process, with a conscious effort toward a "person-cen¬
tered" philosophy rather than an "activity-centered" philos¬
ophy. As pointed out before, worker was guided by the point
of view of Trecker, who states that:
...in order for program to be of maximum value in group
work, it should: (a) be person-centered and meet specific
needs, (b) develop out of the Interests and needs of the
gi^Dup members, (c; Involve the members themselves in plan¬
ning to the maximum amount of their ability and (d) util¬
ize the worker as a helping person rather than a dispenser
of entertainment.1
Program as a Tool
There are various categories under which one might clas¬
sify how program was used to help these children to make a
better adjustment. The following categories will be used
here:
1. The worker’s use of relationship;
2, Use of program activity as an outlet for expression
of feelings, release of tension, and diversion;
3* Guidance of social interaction with peers; helping
individuals to develop Interpersonal security;
helping individuals to meet problems connected with
medical routine, regimen and status.
(It is recog^nlzed that these three categories are
overlapping and not mutually exclusive.)
In all the work with the children, the worker was using
relationship. (In all social work, of course, use of relation¬
ship is essential.) However in some situations the worker was
^Harleigh B. Trecker^ Social Group Work (New York. 1965).
p. 109.
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more consciously centering attention on the use of relation¬
ship as the most crucial element at the time. In the analysis
which follows, such situations are interpreted.
Use of Relationship
Page
16. Case No. 1 - relationship developed largely through D*s
interest in television. Relationship proved of value in
dealing with D's hostility toward other peers, Irvington
House, other staff, and in developing better attitudes
towards her own health problems.
26. Case No. 2 - relationship with H. used to give reassur¬
ance, especially in connection with health problems.
32. Case No. 3 - relationship was used to give F. psycho¬
logical support regarding illness.
57• Case No. 8 - relationship used to give love, acceptance
and approval which M, needed from an adult figure.
68. Case No. 11 - relationship provided E. with a significant
adult figure for which, because of past experiences, she
had a special need (she had been closer in past to
adults than to peers).
73* Case No. 12 - relationship developed through giving R.
special attention; slow in development; relationship
became an important factor in dealing with child's ad¬
justment.
As evidenced through the excerpts and summaries, rela¬
tionship was established through close contact with each child
upon entering the Acute Ward. The worker used her relation¬
ship in moving toward each child. She tried to provide
warmth, friendliness, and acceptance to each child. In some
Instances the relationship was established and deepened through
the development of a sensitivity of "below the surface" needs
such as in cases where Individuals had strong dependency
needs, or a need to identify witha mother figure. The worker
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used various physical contacts such as a warm embrace, or an
occasional kiss at bedtime as an expression of love and accep¬
tance. In some cases the children (particularly the older
ones) enjoyed Identifying worker In a special type of suiult
role as seen In case No. 1: enjoyed discussing "Rock and
Roll" records with worker, and was thrilled when worker told
her that "she went for many of the 'Rock and Roll' records."
In case No. 6, the relationship with L. was Immediately
established when the worker assumed a very symbolic and mean¬
ingful task, which was formerly her mother's: that of hearing
her prayers each night.
In other cases the worker discovered an interest in
reading. She developed relationships through the children's
expressed Interest In reading various novels, and became in¬
volved in discussion of mutual interests.
In some cases the relationship was established through
worker's conscious efforts to understand feelings of anxiety
regarding heart conditions. The worker attempted to support
and reassure the children with sufficient optimism regarding
medical research In the area of heart therapy to give them an
attitude of hope In the future.
Use of Program Activity
Page
l6. Case No. 1 - worker helped the group to structure pro¬
gram centered around D's key Interest, "Rock and Roll"
music.
26. Case No. 2 - H. was helped, through program activity, to
develop a more objective attitude toward health.
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32. Case No. 3 - program activity was used to help F. as
diversion, and to channel her hostility constructively.
38. Case No. 4 - program activity was used as diversion, and
to give expression to and relieve anxieties.
43« Case No. 5 - cooking helped B. because of previous ex¬
periences and home-ties.
49. Case No. 6 - Program activity helped L. in adjustment
generally.
68. Case No. 11 - E. was brought into program activity as a
story teller: this helped her to develop better re¬
lationships with peers in the ward.
Utilization of program activity came directly from obser¬
vation of Individuals, group interests and needs, expressed or
unexpressed. In many Instances the children indicated a ver¬
bal interest according to their past experiences, such as
cooking, sewing, group singing, various arts and crafts, etc.
On the other hand, the worker was sensitive to certain needs,
expressed or unexpressed, on the part of either individuals
or the group. An example of programming in relation to need
(to relieve frustration) was the development of a dance using
the hands when the girls were frustrated by their desire to
dance which was stimulated by a T.V. program, American Band
Stand.
Guidance of Social Interaction with Peers;
Helping Individuals to Develop Interpersonal Security;
Helping Individuals Adjust to Group-life
Page
16. Case No. 1 - structuring of program around D's "Rock and
Roll" interest helped to develop social interaction with
peers in ward.
26. Case No. 2 - H. was helped in terms of her relationship
with her peers, both in and outside the Acute Ward,
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through program activity, H, especially enjoyed cooking
activity,
43. Case No, 5 - cooking was excellent activity in terms of
developing social Interaction.
49, Case No, 6 - participation in activities that she had
not formerly engaged In provided an outlet for expression,
Involvement and social Interaction.
60. Case No, 9 - P* was helped to develop social Interaction
through program activity. P, enjoyed cooking activities,
fInger-palntlng and clay modeling.
68. Case No. 11 - E. was helped through her role in program
activity as a story teller.
Here again, the worker used her relationship with each
child, her acceptance and approval of each, toward helping her
to become accepted by the group. Program activity facilitated
constructive social Interaction, Inasmuch as It stimulated and
furthered communication and cooperation between group members
on an emotionally positive basis.
In some cases children were overly preoccupied with prob¬
lems of Illness; nevertheless, there were almost always some
one or more activities that at least some of the children en¬
joyed doing, Therefore program activity was structured and
planned to facilitate group participation and interaction,
which In many cases was helpful In the development of Inter¬
personal security.
The worker recognized certain negative attitudes re¬
garding group life. This was a "natural" response for some
Individuals. It is easy to feel negative about being thrown
Into a new situation, with new people, many of whom haid little
In common In terms of age, cultural experiences, ethnic
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Identification, Interests, language, etc. However, the real¬
ity of the situation was that they were there and had to be
helped toward developing a more conscious awareness of the
reasons why It was necessary for them to be there. Therefore,
the worker attempted through discussion In a one-to-one re¬
lationship as well as through activity to help each child to
view group-life more realistically.
Helping Individuals Meet Problems Connected
With Medical Houtlnes, Regimen and Status...
Page
16. Case No. 1 - D, was helped through discussions of her
heart condition. (D. had some confusion regarding her
condition.)
26, Case No. 2 - H. was helped through discussions of medical
research In reference to her heart condition, and through
giving her support and reassurance that she was physi¬
cally able to participate In more normal activities.
32. Case No. 3 - was helped through discussions to move
from the Acute Ward to the Ambulatory Ward; also through
psychological support and program activity.
38. Case No. 4 - A. was helped throu^ program activity as
diversion and release of tension.
43. Case No. 5 B. was helped through relationship and
discussion of heart condition.
49. Case No. 6 - L. was helped through social Interaction,
resulting from program activity,
53* Case No. 7 - S. was helped through discussion of medical
research about heart condition.
The worker tried to become aware of the meaning each child
attached to his particular heart condition. In cases where
children did not understand the Illness, why It attacked them,
or why they were having a recurrence, the worker attempted to
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point out the unknown as well as the know factors about rheu¬
matic fever and heart diseases. The worker Interpreted to the
children the necessity for and the advantages of medical man¬
agement with the accompanying limitlatlons* She discussed with
them the obvious differences In philosophy and goals for child¬
ren with rheumatic fever of today as constrasted with those of
the past. In many oases, the children were aware of the
changes In length of stay In the hospital setting, the advan¬
tages of prophylaxis, extended activities, etc., for many of
them had their first attack and medical therapy under the old
philosophy.
In other cases, program served as a means of expression,
diversion, releasing tensions and anxieties regarding Illness,
medical regimen, status and management.
In order to provide the reader with further Information
and Interpretation from other sources, a summary of Interviews
with six Irvington House staff members will be presented.^
Interviews were conducted with four nurses, one program
worker who was the alternate worker In the girls’ Acute Ward,
and the program director. The answers are summarized in the
same order as the questions appear on the questionnaire.
Summary of Interviews
I. What kinds of activities seem to have the most therapeutic
value to the children?
^in cases where the staff member.(nurse or program
worker) was not clear on terminology, worker interpreted the
questions for staff member while staff member wrote his ans¬
wers down.
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It is generally felt that due to the emotional Impact of
rheumatic fever on children, certain activities without a
doubt, do more - therapeutically to help children adjust
than do others. Howeve*‘> certain things have to be con¬
sidered: the medical status of the child, atmosphere of
the ward, age, intelligence of the child. Individual needs,
and the group he finds himself in as well as the worker.
It is also felt by all that, taking the former things Into
consideration, there Is a basic need for calmness In ref¬
erence to activities; activities which allow children to
express their feelings around Illness, separation from
home, anxieties of group-life, etc., are essential* Arts
and crafts which Includes, painting, clay modeling, draw¬
ing, etc., applies across the board to children on almost
any medical status. Creative dramatics, free play, sing¬
ing, discussions, preparing menus and serving special
meals, and story telling provide excellent outlets for
expression and relieving anxieties regarding separation
from home. Illness and medical regimen.
II. What kinds of activities seem to raise problems regarding
medical management?
Generally, activities which bring the children Into con¬
flict with their medical restrictions, cause the most
problems, These problems become Intensified because of
the ward set-lidp In which members of the group are on dif¬
ferent medical statuses and, therefore,can legitimately
have different activities. A complicating factor Is
that, from time to time, medical opinions on the amount
of activity which Is desirable changes. Even when there
Is a set policy. It Is open to Individual interpretation.
But this is an unusual problem.
a. Specifically, "Rock and Roll" records are public
enemy No. 1, because of physical activities that
such records provoke.
b. Cooking and entertaining at meals present a problem
when some patients are on salt free diets.
c. Balls, guns, and paddles are forbidden In the ward
as they present a problem of over activity.
d. Bongo drum beating in which patients become over¬
excited.
e. Heavy sawing of wood, hammering, and use of heavy
tools.
III. Have you observed, previously to this researcher’s
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obseryatlons, slgnlfleant changes In group atmosphere due
to certain factors?
a. Personalities in the ward at any given time. Yes.
Any one child can change the atmosphere of a group.
Our children are mostly from the low Income group and
are under-privileged children. The children have
problems besides rheumatic fever; problems of their
own, mostly emotional In nature, as well as home prob¬
lems.
Other questions of a personality nature grow out of
the insecurity regarding rheumatic fever: Why they
have It? How are they going to be when the attack la
over? Will they have a normal heart? etc., all of
which create anxieties and fears which manifest them¬
selves In acting out behavior.
b. Medical status - After staff rounds a number of child¬
ren are unhappy because of changes in medical statuses
especially If the new status requires bed rest or
complete bed rest. With the new drugs and antibiotics
these patients often feel physically fine. After a
few days of treatment they cannot see any reason for
bed rest, which presents quite a change In atmosphere
as well as quite a problem, as these children tend to
be more difficult to control.
c. Group or Individual factors connected with changing
from one card to another. It Is clear that the group
changes with the entrance or departure of any single
member of the ward, and this Is true of this setting
as In any other group situation* Such changes become
more dramatic In this setting because the children's
Illness Is of such emotional weight to begin with.
Also the fact that the children are together twenty-
four hours a day makes a change In members, person¬
alities, and medical statuses more Important to the
group atmosphere.
d. Failure of relatives to visit a child on Sunday slows
progress of convalescing, and causes many other emo¬
tional complications which bring about a significant
change In atmosphere.
Also a tendency of Puerto Rican children to form sub¬
groups.
IV. What is your opinion regarding the function of a program
worker?
The concensus Is that the program worker should be re¬
garded as a friend, someone deeply Interested in the child,
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his Illness and his physical needs and mental world. He
should be occupied with dispelling the boredom of conval¬
escence, of opening up new channels of Imagination and
stimulation, meeting these needs through program activity,
which should be designed to help the child live through
his experience here in the hospital setting.
Final Comments
Although the analysis has been presented above by cate¬
gories as a matter of intellectual convenience, it is obvious
that the worker's function was such that her activity in one
area overlapped with and involved work in other areas as well.
As pointed out above all of her work with the group neces¬
sitated the use of the professional relationship with the
children. A meaningful relationship both expedites and de¬
velops from good program activity; without good relationship,
guidance of social interaction of the child with his peers is
indeed difficult if not impossible. Likewise the various
anxiety-producing problems connected with the medical "way of
life" for the child cannot be handled adequately unless the
child feels secure in her relationship with the worker.
The same sort of analysis could be given of the inter¬
views on the worker's function. However, this does not seem
necessary as it seems clearly evident in the summary of the
interviews.
By and large, it can be said that general goals of
group work methods were given a specific therapeutic content
by the medical function of the agency, with special emphasis
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on Individual adjustment and little emphasis on group develop¬
ment .1
The general principles of the group work method were ap¬
plied also with special emphasis on Individualization - e. g.,
self determination of program activity was applied more often
on an Individual other than a group basis as a result of the
fact that the medlcal-sltuatlon "hit” each Individual dif¬
ferently.
In keeping with"the whole child" philosophy of the
agency the worker tried to expedite the recovery and rehabili¬
tation of each child, both psychologically and physically.
She attempted to provide Interpersonal security through
worker-client relationship as well as through helping each
child to become secure In the group while using program activ¬
ity and Interpretation (through Individual and group discus¬
sion) to relieve anxieties and promote adjustment to the medi¬
cal regimen. The group worker was In a crucial position to
keep the child from becoming a psychological Invalid while
being "cured" physically.
The role of the program worker Is essential to the ful¬
fillment of the objectives of the agency.
^There were many factors which made group development
extremely difficult, so that the group's goal was funda¬
mentally that of development of group conditions and atmos¬
phere, conducive to Individual adjustment. Such factors
were: rapid turnover In group membership, as Individuals
came and left the Acute Ward weekly; wide age range from six
to twenty years; difference In medical status; and above all
the fact that no two Individuals were at the same point and
moving at the same rate In their psychological and physical
recotrery.
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE: FOB HEADING HECOHDS
Domlnent initial attitude upon entering the Acute Ward
a.hostile
h. ambivalent - more negative than positive
c. withdrawn
a. realistic & acceptive
b. withdrawn
c. ambivalent > more positive than negative
2, Period of adjustment
(negative)
(positive)
a. reasons why adjustment took place
b. reasons why adjustment did not take place (initial)
a. reasons why adjustment took place
b. reasons why adjustment did not take place (subsequent)
3. Attitude toward separation from homea. The child clings tenaciously to home environment.b. The child does not cling tenaciously to home environ¬
ment •
0. Frustrations regarding insecurity of being away from
home.d. ^Child is hostile toward parents because of change in
his environment,e. Child seems happy to be away from home environment.
4. Attitude regarding Irvington House
a. hostile
b. ambivalent - more negative than positive
o. withdrawn
a. realistic & acceptive
b. eager to adjust
0. ambivalent - more positive than negative5.Child's attitude toward Program Worker
a. hostile
b. ambivalent - more negative than positive
0. withdrawn
a. realistic & acceptive
b. eager to adjust
















c. ambivalent - more positive than negative
7. What kinds of activities seem to have the most thera¬
peutic value to the child?a.Explain or specify,
8. Which kinds of activities seem to have raised problems
regarding medical management?
a. Explain or specify.
9. A. Conscious effort on the part of the worker to
structure the type of programs to meet the needs
and interest of each child individually, (describe
or specify)
B. Worker's use of relationship. (Describe or specify)
10. Worker's use of self toward helping each child to adjust
to his new surroundings.
a. initial period (describe briefly)
b. subsequent period (describe briefly)
11. Attitude regarding health: What Rheumatic Fever means to
the child,
a. fear a. realistic (positive)
b. frustrations b. hopeful
c. guilt feelings c. eager to recuperate
12. Patterns of Social Interaction existing between the
various group members
a. Significant sub-groupings giving rise to the basis of
sub-groupings formed
95b.Other Interaction Patterns - scapegoats. Isolates, etc.
13* Activities allowing opportunity for expressing or re¬
lieving frustrations and anxieties regarding;




e, guilt feelings regarding health
f, medical regiment
14. Attitude regarding other children (sick)
a. Identification with other sick children
b. acceptance
c. over-Identification (anxiety)
d. reaction to others as threat
e. hostile
f. indifferent
15. Attitude toward newcomers as
a. acceptance
b. hostile
o, reaction to newcomers as threat
16. Attitude regarding staff members who have been or are in




d. social worker (case)
e, Walter - the driver (footnote explanation: in many
instances not able to observe)
17. The child shows leadership ability or potential
a* constructive a. constructive
b, dysfunctional (social) b. dysfunctional (instru¬
mental )
18. Attitude toward program activity
a. Does program seem to meet the needs and interests of
the child?
b If so, what needs?
(expressed) (unexpressed)
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20. Attitude regai^ilng the various medical color card statuses:
a. Blue - Bedrest
b. Pink - Modified Bedrest
c. Green - Bathroom and table privileges
d. Yellow - Ambulatory status
21. Significant changes in group atmosphere due to certain
factors:
a. personalities In the ward at any given time (explain
or specify)
b. medical status (explain or specify)
c. group or Individual factors connected with changing
from one color card to another (explain or specify)
d. others (explain or specify)
22. Attitude regarding other ethnic groups
23. Attitude regarding the two distinct age groupings with
accompanying privileges and restrictions
a. Is there conscious Identification with other age
group?
b. Are there signs of hostility regarding other age
group?
24. Dominant attitude toward moving to Ambulatory Ward
a. complete rejection
b. reluctance




c. realistic acceptance (positive)
d. ambivalence - more positive than negative
25. There Is a definite difference In the child's attitude
toward this worker and the attitude expressed toward other





(Used with other staff workers who were In contact with
children in the Acute Ward In order to supplement Information
gathered otherwise.)
This guide included the same Items for Nurses, Program
Workers and Program Director.I.What kinds of activities seem to have the most thera¬
peutic value to the children?
Explain or specify.II.Which kinds of activities seem to raise problems re¬
garding medical management?
Explain or specify.III.Have you observed, previous to this researcher's obser¬
vations, significant changes In group atmosphere due to
certain factors:
a) personalities In the Ward at any given time.
(Explain or specify).
b) medical status (Explain or specify).
c) group or Individual factors connected with
changing from one color card to another (Explain
or specify).
d) others - (Explain or specify).IV.What is your opinion regarding the function of a
Program Worker?
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